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Abstract 

Title:  A Heuristic Method for the Determination of Assembly Network and Line Design 

for Discrete Manufacturing Processes 

Author: Ismael Hernan Naranjo Velez 

Advisor: Aldo Fabregas, Ph. D. 

This paper presents with a proposed alternative precedence algorithm which is determined 

by the Solid surfaces of the product design. The representation address in this paper 

address the manufacturing planning from all manufacturing levels of the product. Sequence 

is introduce to this paper in order to proof the propose precedence network alternatives.  

Both manufacturing level solutions are heuristic. This thesis explores the connection of the 

precedence and the sequence, as it introduces physical manufacturing constraints and its 

relationships to the station process planning. Precedence network are usually determine by 

the designer principal point and assembled connections. The proposed algorithm avoids 

such behavior and evaluate the CAD form its purest surface area assembly interactions. 

The algorithm concludes by outputting multiple feasible solutions that can be reproduce in 

sequence. Precedence relationship with the line balancing process had the representation to 

be unique and disconnected to the sequencing. This research does evaluate them apart, but 

provides the planner with an exponential amount of feasible sequences that adapt to an 

emergent event. The problem explored in this research is to guarantee a multiple feasible 

proved precedence use to provide alternative variability to the assembly line processes in 

order to adapt at the case of an emergent event as it improve efficiencies.  
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1 - Chapter 1- Introduction  

1.1 Problem Statement  

During the manufacturing process design stage several methods can be used to achieve the 

required line balance. The key objective is to adapt the production plan to station changes, 

emergent events, and resource availability. Most methods concentrate in solving the 

heuristic problem with the goal of balancing the manufacturing sequence and obtain takt 

time required by the market. Continuing with the initiative of Smart Factory- Industry 4.0 , 

the proposed method will evaluate the master assembly diagram at the design level, instead 

of just balancing at the shop floor level. This will make a product design to be tested for 

manufacturability based on the actual line constraints and conditions. The method uses 

final assembly degrees of freedom to determine the master precedence diagram. Then it is 

refine to suit the manufacturing physical constraints and limitations. The transition from 

design to line balancing solution will be defined based on their raking positional weight 

and the cycle time efficiency.    

 

1.2 Research Objectives  

This research proposes a root analysis of the manufacturing problem of sequencing for 

production planning applications. It will evaluate the model from the design sequence to 

simulate several feasible solutions. The key objectives are: 

• Develop a Boolean logic method to determine the master precedence based on the 

Bourjoutl method. This master precedence will constitute one of many direct 

optimal solutions for the design.  
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• Formulate a constrained precedence network solution based on physical 

manufacturing limitations and the kinematics constraints that these physical 

constraints may generate. Degrees of freedom (DOF) tests are used to determine 

which parts are more rigid than others. A new sequence is derived from various 

DOF tests.  

• The new constrained precedence has a deterministic character and will be allocated 

accordingly to a specific assembly line process use case. The output of the line 

balancing will determine the network sequence for production.  

• Feasibility and complexity of manufacturing is evaluated to the sequence and 

compare based in cycle times and Ranked Positional Weight (RPW). If the 

sequence is not feasible, then an alternative precedence to be evaluated again from 

the DOF test.  
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2 – Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

2.1 Manufacturing Concepts 

This section describes the most relevant manufacturing concepts that apply to the domain 

of assembly lines. The area of emphasis of the literature review will be discrete 

manufacturing processes in linear flow shop layout. 

2.1.1 Cellular Manufacturing 
Cellular Manufacturing it is a process in which involves multiple cells or block where a 

single or multiple task are accomplished in the least period. This technique is part of lean 

manufacturing processes, where various groups of workstations add value to the product 

using specific processes, equipment and resources. This separation of the manufacturing 

process is commonly applied for assembly line manufacturing. The main intention is to 

reduce cycle time and adaptive response to market demand.  

2.1.2 Takt Time 
This is a non-unit measurement that responds to customer demand. The Takt time is 

calculated by comparing the total daily operating time as reference to the total production 

requirement. This requirement is the production demand. This average is can be applied in 

manufacturing production as well as services execution. This manufacturing standard helps 

production to prepare for plant necessities. [1]    

Equation 1- Takt time formula 

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡	𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
(𝑇)
(𝐷)

	

 

T = Total operation time  

D = Production demand requirements per Unit, Time availability for product/service 
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2.1.3 Standard Work 
Standardized work for manufacturing engineering purposes refers to the industry method, 

material allocation, tools and processes which consist of improving four main practices: 

(Takt time, Line balancing, Work Sequence, In-process stock). Each one of these lean 

manufacturing practices are used to improve, safety, quality through repeatable processes 

as they increase productivity through the value stream. Kaizen initiative shall cover 

production necessities by planning for improvement. 

2.1.4 One Piece flow or Continuous flow 
This manufacturing method concentrates the production on several highly specialized links 

to avoid problem in work in progress (WIP). Work in progress is limited to a single 

division inside the production branches. There is a batch size reduction with the objective 

to eliminate line constraints and link delays. The entire production moves in an exact pace 

from a value added process to other.  

2.1.5 Pull system and Kanaban 
It is a manufacturing strategy that works blackguards, starting from the customer order, and 

then triggering each individual process as needed for that particular work order. The 

production is dictated by the customer demand increasing efficiency in resource utilization.  

 

Kanban translated from Japanese to “Signal” is a set of signals that visually communicates 

between parts and production. The objective is to always have all the parts during the 

production process and support replenish.    

2.1.6 Five Why’s 
It is a lean manufacturing method which stands for Why, What, Where, When, Who and 

How. The objective of this practice is to repeatedly ask this “Why questions” to reach to 

the root cause of the production problem.  
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2.1.7 Quick Changeover / SMED 
SMED (Single-Minute Exchange of Dies) is methodology developed by Shigeo Shingo 

that recues the time it requires to accomplish equipment changeover. It transforms the 

system to convert all changeover steps to “external” (while the machinery is operational), 

also streamlines all steps in the process. Its objective is to decrease the batch sizes and the 

JIT (Just In time) production.   

2.1.8 Mistake Proofing / Poka Yole 
A methodology which only focuses of operation failure prevention and avoidance of an 

operator in –built responsibilities in the process.  It uses modern devices to seek and avoid 

defects on the process, simulate problems and defects, and avoiding more defect to 

continue to affect in the process streamline.  

2.1.9 Haijunka /Leveling the Workload  
In Japanese “leveling” it’s a lean manufacturing methodology which deals with the 

customer order variability by making the orders pattern driven. This will avoid alterations 

or perturbations in the consistency of the production links. The solution encourages 

planning for a production mixture of items in the same order, and the volume in Just in 

time while avoiding batching or saturating the inventory.    

2.1.10 Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)  
Its objective is to improve the Overall Equipment Effectiveness also known as (OEE). This 

concentrates on production specifications like: performance, availability, and quality. The 

machinery or equipment user in the link is independent of the responsibility of its station 

maintenance. [2]   

Equation 2:-Overall Equipment Efficiency equation  

𝑂𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐸 ∗ 𝑄	
A - Availability of the machine. 

PE - Performance Efficiency. 

Q - Refers to quality rate.	
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2.1.11 Five S  
The 5S consist of a five phase method which enhances production and problem solving. 

Some Translations from Japanese classified them as Sort, set in order, shine, standardized, 

and sustain 

2.1.12 Problem Solving / PDCA/PDSA  
PDCA main classifications are: Planning, Selecting solution, Checking, acting, and 

repetition. It is a graphical user interface that shows the individual who have previously 

solve other problems. It declassifies every link in the production process as if it has a 

process, a customer, and cycle that is open for improvement. All of these practices will 

increase the quality of the product.   

• Planning: plan for how to solve it, which could be the results, how much time, 

what are you going to do 

• Do: implement the plan 

• Check: track all changes done by the solution and record the new outputs 

• Act: take action with the data and tools on your disposal 

• Repeat  

The lean technique identifies and solves main production issues direct form its source.  

2.2 Production lean manufacturing Methods  

2.2.1 BOM  
The Bill of materials is an industrial and manufacturing list used to determine the 

necessary quantities of assemblies, components, raw materials, and build in parts for a 

particular product. The BOM is often related to a work order for resource reservations. 

Production will ensure that all parts and resources are ready to use for the manufacturing of 

the order[3]. If there is the case of a missing item, the BOM help to generate these 

reservations. This method is used to assist all the interconnected manufacturing links and 

actors enclose in a single production plan.  
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The BOM technique is can be used on different stages from design, development, and 

production. 

Engineering Bill of Materials (EBOM): analyses the previous mention methods, focusing 

on a product form the design perspective.  

Sales Bill of Materials (SBOM): as the customer places the order. This BOM will modified 

the production batches and resource usage as the products are order. 

Manufacturing Bill of Materials (MBOM) : as the product is built there is a manufacturing 

BOM in charge mostly for the technical resource allocation, production stage and tools.  

BOM is also represents the hierarchical sequence of the manufacturing members. All of the 

product sub components are identified as modular BOM’s. These components are 

described to detail from line links, modules, tooling, and production unit. The BOM users 

will operate its functionalities based on the component importance on the hierarchy. 

Meaning that as more important the assembly or component to the product its resource and 

parts allocation are prioritized.  

The propose method does have a direct influence in the multiple BOM’s for the landing 

gear use case. Multiple aspects of the example manufacturing and design BOM will be 

analyzed. The proposed sequencing method will directly modified the allocations and 

characteristic outputs of the MBOM and EBOM. It is expected to have multiple approve 

manufacturing sequences of components for the same product, the BOM must adapt to the 

multi value feasible options. 

Following the same logic; the use case BOMs will constraint the amount and which 

sequences are feasible to be manufacture. The influence of the BOM is introduced at a later 

stage of the sequencing calculations. The BOM constraints will evaluate the feasibility 

once and only once the proposed sample iteration is been re arranged into a new sequence. 

The BOM will not have a physical influence in the sequence analysis, but it will have a 

final cycle constraint. Even that the new proposed sequence is physically feasible to build 
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by design and manufacture boundaries; the BOM will adapt to the new sequence or will 

discard the any possibility of manufacturability of the new sequence.  

Finally after calculating multiple sequence candidates the BOM will evaluate and favor the 

one that has the least amount of changes to the production plan stations. The sequence with 

the most amount of matches does not represent the optimal sequencing, but the most cost 

efficient and least time consuming to rearrange the production method. Out of academic 

analysis considering the running system reusability is key to produce any real production 

line sequence changes. The BOM is the ground zero of the product integration from the 

design, the manufacturability, and the production planning.  

2.2.2 3 MRP  
MRP is the acronym for Materials requirements planning. This manufacturing methods is 

essential for the profitability and efficiency of a production plan.  Perfecting the inventory 

capacity and reduction of liability makes produces an overall improvement of the entire 

manufacturing process and a considerable possible increment of the product manufacturing 

quantity.[4] 

MRP is usually use as a software tool to manage industrial processes and production 

control. It focuses on the organization, inventory of (parts, component, and tools) and 

scheduling of the previous mentioned resources.  The purpose of MRP is to allocate 

materials as the product is been assemble.  Planning the entire production operations based 

on actual resources available on plan. And the main objective of MRP is to have the least 

amount of inventory at any situation. The inventory is stocks only as customers’ places 

orders.  

It should not be a responsive method, but a preventing system that secures the productivity 

of the manufacturing plan a head of the item production. The BOM will determine the 

demand of the product form final stage to components parts. This is the relationship 

between the output data from the BOM which is use as reference input to the MRP process.  
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MRP focuses to calculate the optimal quantities of inventory based on demand. It controls 

the optimal mixture of ordering timing of its external supplies and it’s in plan assemblies.  

The MRP process under a multi-level industry use case is directly affected stocking 

dimensionality by the final stage of the production; also it modifies the stages and timing 

of the necessary subcomponents installation sequence.  

In this proposed sequencing methods the MRP will not have a direct effect on the 

feasibility of the sequence, due that MRP will allocate and planned the resources base on 

the new approved sequence. For MRP is very easy to just change its ordering cycles; 

compare to manufacturing sequence changing depending on suppliers (external demand) 

orders.  

For this analysis the MRP enrolment does not affect the original hierarchy or the final 

sequence iterations. MRP will evaluate if certain suppliers are able to adapt to new order 

times. In the particular case that there is an allocation constraint MRP must evaluate its 

feasibility nada pat or discard the sequence evaluated. The MRP capacity must be 

evaluated by its resource availability; this can be change on a technician work buy-off 

environment.  If the resource buy-off gets implementing in the sequence evaluation, then 

the sequence is directly constrain to the MRP resource planning.  

2.2.3 Line Balancing  
Line balancing is a necessary practice for a lean manufacturing, especially for an assembly 

plant. Its objective is to make the production links and stages of the line flexible and 

adaptable to any major changes presented by the internal or external factors. An internal 

factor can be the shortage or a Non-compliance of a product. The manufacturing 

engineering department of any production line can take two major decision on how to 

approach the line balancing. This are Static and Dynamic lien balancing. It is 

recommended to act accordantly depending on the event between the two.  

Static Line Balancing consist on under-execution of resources, equipment, and 

workstations. Its purpose is to avoid at all cost saturation of the production line links.  
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Dynamic Line Balancing: in the presence of emergent events the system reacts accordingly 

through a short response moment of time. In the particular case of Dynamic Line 

Balancing will not be use to modify the sequence or to generate design constraints in 

calculating the heuristic feasible sequence.[5] 

 As mentioned for dynamic line balancing its more involve in emergent events that this 

heuristic solution study will not take in consideration as it design the sequence of 

manufacturability. This problem is more focus on a resource allocation optimization, based 

on emergent events that are not available for this use case and propose system. In the 

propose sequence optimization model the line balancing that will affect the output is the 

Static Line balancing method. This method will involve the timing and the necessary 

correction need to be done to the precedence network. The calculated sequence will 

consider in its model the objective to alleviate any work station that requires to do a 

mixture of process. In this case there will be a direct simulated test of rule number 2 

between the mixed process in the same workstation. 

The test between this two process (part installations) will respect rule number 1 to 

determine the hierarchy of the sequence precedence.        

2.2.4 Master Production Schedule (MPS) 
The Master Production Scheduler (MPS) is the used lean method to maintain a cohesive 

connection between the production physical components and each station lead times are 

taken in consideration to generate the Master Production schedule.  It does contain all 

production consumables and resources used to manufacture a product or sustain a 

particular service.  The production demand has a high level of influence in the processes 

schedule planning. The purpose of is to optimized the processes and their respective 

resources use. The schedule planning is built in production using their characteristics and 

avoiding know possible problems (bottlenecks, shortages, station saturation, machinery 

line dependence, overproduction, etc. ).  The most important deficiency of the Master 

Production Scheduler is the amount of components or variables; such increment the 

complexity of the model.  This is the main reason why the schedulers do not utilized every 
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feature of the manufacturing plant. Avoiding low influential variables and the planner 

customization of the scheduler; produce a high level plan of the fundamental elements. [6] 

This algorithm will be the starting base of the scheduler planning, because the precedence 

network is consider the backbone of production. The other resources must be 

accommodated base on the precedence network obtained form the CAD assembly. In 

addition to the hypothesis we prove by the use of a COMSOL algorithm the station task 

allocation and partial scheduling of the manufacturing sequence.   Thanks to the 

combination between the Bourjault and the COMSOL algorithm the basic part of the 

scheduler planner has been done. The MPS can be developed around the two major 

premises of this use case: number 1) The precedence is has been calculated and optimized; 

number 2) the system sequence and manufacturing design has been also calculated with 

flexibility in the random test cases.   

2.2.5 Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) 
Advanced planning and scheduling (APS) is a lean manufacturing technology tool which 

sustains harmony between product delivery and time. This technology considers the 

production plant capabilities and produces a schedule based on the finite limitations of the 

resources capacities. The system usually has programmable constraints, which limits the 

planning and scheduling outcomes of the model. Most of the commercial APS use in 

industry do not combine or take in consideration the kinematic constraints of the product.  

This manufacture intrinsic knowledge is commonly established by the shop technicians. 

This tacit knowledge usually ends up harming the production process, due that various 

technicians assembly preferences. They will overwrite or surpass the planning authority 

with the intension of optimized the process plans justified by experience. The bourjault 

algorithm will generate new constraints as it determines the precedence network of the 

product. The Line Balancing part of this case study shows how after the optimized 

precedence is established, there is multi-level flexibility in developing the sequence based 

on the production necessities and reality. 
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After the both precedence and sequence has been established, then the APS will start 

building the orders depending on the process and part positioning the assembly line. 

COMSOL has determined the capacity of each station based on cycle time. The COMSOL 

algorithm takes out of the used APS tool the planning of the sequence. The APS will still 

determine the equipment usage and its schedule in the production cycle. The APS 

flexibility will complement the both RPW and COMSOL after optimality by assigning jobs 

to single resources assumption in various equipment sharing flexibility and machinery. 

We must remind that the COMSOL is a method use for obtaining heuristic solution in a 

serial manufacturing process per station and with the assumption of a single resource 

working linearly the associated activities or assemblies for the station. Other optimization 

methods will be use to generate both an optimal precedence and sequence.  

2.2.6 Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 
Is manufacturing execution systems (MES) are software systems use as a tool for the 

manufacturing process of a full production cycle. MES is always run life and gathers 

multiple variable data used to assist the production decision and analytics. Out of this data 

the plant can update its process by optimizing and reacting to emergent events. The 

resources and capabilities record in this systems are as much as the user can find a 

recording system or method. If there is more accurate is easier model more optimal line 

balance processes.   

 

The objectives of MES is to reduce consumed wastes, digitalization of manufacturing 

information, avoid inventory overstock, quicker and more effective process.  

2.3 Manufacturing principles application and effects on 
Precedence and Sequence  

All of this manufacturing concepts analyzed in the literature review have a direct effect and  

responding roles depending on the conditions of the emergent event. Multiple Kaizen and 

lean manufacturing methods like the 5 S , Haijunka, and Mistake proofing deal with 
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improving the processes in the manufacturing facility. The product layout and the other 

manufacturing conditions like cellular manufacturing, and one piece Flow develop the 

system boundaries for department responses. It is necessary to understand that before any 

department like MRP, Quality or Manufacturing planning do the Master Production 

Schedule or the line balancing, all are confide to the limitation of the product precedence 

and the determined sequence.  The manufacturing engineering planning cannot produce a 

line balance in case of an emergent event, if it does not respect the designer’s 

precedence.[7] In case of a non-conformity MRP will assist solving the issue. This will 

take some time and the assembly line will be paralyzed unless there is other sequence to 

follow. The objective of this research is to find this exponential amount of feasible 

manufacturing options, so sustaining departments like MRP (For non-conformities) and 

quality (for shortages) can operate without disrupting the assembly line. The production 

process main objective and this research practical use is to have possible continuity in an 

emergent event and to achieve such continuity under the desire takt time.   

2.4 Assembly Precedence from CAD Model 

A production life cycle is mostly compose by the given sequence. Normally in any 

production plant the sequence of the product is directed by the manufacturing engineers in 

charge of suiting and fitting a solution to the station processes and resources allocations. 

Through the ages since the second industrial revolution and the introduction of lean 

manufacturing, important industrial conglomerates as Toyota had proven the necessity to 

constantly innovate in this particular field. [5] The engineers supporting the production are 

constantly challenge to improve and maintained multiple gains around the process. This 

strategies usually are part of the lean manufacturing initiatives focus in improving: 

resource allocation, logistics, product delivery units and line balancing to emergent events.  

The engineering decision of the manufacturing sequence has a crucial role in how is the 

assembly and subassemblies process operate with maximum efficiency. This means that a 

bad sequence, with very little adaptability to change and multiple bottle necks is most 
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likely to fail at the surprising notice of an emergent event. Such consequences can 

drastically change the product reliability, quality, reputation and financial cost. 

Mistakenly, usually the transition between product concept – design to manufacturability 

loses capabilities or is not optimally assigned a distribution through the production 

processes. There is a cultural engineering malpractice to rely on manufacturing technical 

experience and allocate resources based on plan constraints, but not vice versa.  Knowing 

that is costly to adapt production to a new introduced product might be cost inefficient, 

time consuming and evolve in resource stagnation. Besides all mentioned the reality on 

most engineering firms do not have the time to rearrange all production processes to suit a 

particular optimal solution for one of multiple products.  

On the other hand the engineer designers are constraint to design parts and assemblies that 

only suit a particular process. Reusability in the process is particularly good for cost 

reduction, but also compromises in innovation and reliability on the current manufacturing 

practices. Independent of the design, production usually relies in the engineer’s expertise 

on how to establish the manufacturing sequence. It is clear to most of the industry 

standards that there is absolutely room for improvement in this design to manufacture 

transition.  

 Numerous optimal line balancing methods has been introduced by various academics in 

the field. Their output solutions vary from deterministic heuristic solutions, to stochastic 

heuristic solutions and in some cases optimal solutions. The line balance engineer will 

chose it preferred method based on his immediate needs and the computational complexity 

of the model. Production control must adapt to emergent events without disrupting MES, 

APS, MRP, and BOM constraints. For this particular user it is most likely to require a fast 

and useful solution that reacts quickly and effective to an emergent event without 

disrupting or changing form stations any process in the line.  

In the other hand there are products which such level of complexity that the amount of 

possible combinations of feasible sequences can be enormous and very difficult to track. 
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We must understand that the feasibility of a sequence does not mean that is optimal or 

productive for the current conditions in the assembly line. Also it is must likely that if there 

is not simulated line balance for an emergent event the decision will solve the problem, but 

not in the most cost effective possible way. 

The upper level manufacturing engineering planning has the liberty and time to simulate 

for the future or for the introduction of new processes. They also could modified existing 

processes or rearrange their functionality input inside the assembly line. Planning is so 

vital for the production success that in cases of small amounts, a bad planning can signified 

the entire production cost. In today’s industry initiative called industry 4.0; there is a 

concurrent necessity to automate and systematizes both of these procedures (precedence 

and sequence). The objective is to obtain a more robust process and have amplitude of 

variability to adapt at constantly to interchangeable occurring emergent events. The 

automation of the precedence network to suit manufacturing constraints is key to efficient 

planning and manufacturing of the product. The system variability should not only be 

reserve to the sequence, but also to the precedence of the assembly. The proposed compose 

method focuses on a moving apart from the idealistic design precedence, to a precedence 

that reassembles a closer behavior to production floor necessities. Then known line 

balancing methods will be used to provide a practical solution. In the future, where more 

processes can be automatized and systems will have a closer loop structure. These 

manufacturing methods will react closer to maximum optimality in any scenario. As it is 

today there is impossible to load every emergent event. But the system could integrate 

some machine learning elements for parallel simulation and develop a case to case path 

data base.      

There are several reason why an optimal precedence to sequence network is necessary, but 

which method is effective and how does have an appropriate condition for the sequence 

line balancing? Is a question that we will try to solve in this proposed method.   

This paper present a precedence method based on a combination of kinematics principles 

and the Boolean logic of the Bourjoutl method. The document will test the new precedence 
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as it develops a sequence thorough line balancing techniques as heuristic solutions of 

COMSOL and Raked Positional Weight (RPW). Optimality will as be applied to the 

calculated precedence for a unique efficient sequence generation. The method takes a CAD 

model assembly and analysis it by a list of rules. This is not limited to the final product, but 

also can be tested for assemblies, subassemblies, and components. This precedence method 

is suggested to be tested to the final assembly of the product, meaning that all parts or 

components are mounted in the CAD file. For simplicity of this paper there is no external 

forces applied, so the system is studied under kinematic conditions. The model is assumed 

that every designed part of the CAD is manufacture separately and that each one poses a  

minimum  single part to part assembly.  The method improves computing time avoiding 

testing parts that do not have a physical connection. For the degrees of freedom (dof) 

analysis, the interactions must be between components that have a touching surface area in 

the final assembly. The second stage of the precedence method analyzes grouping part to 

part subassemblies interacting with other subassembly. This segment of the method 

focuses in testing if subassembly 1 can be install once subassembly 2 is install in 

subassembly 3.   

This method in comparison with multiple other sequence or precedence techniques, have 

the particularity of a flexible alternative solutions. The main assumption regarding surface 

area contact is respected, but the Bourjoutl method does not assume once there is a 

subassembly test; the assembly is maintain for the next test. In the Bourjoutl method there 

is not conservation of subassemblies. Subassemblies are analyzed independently between 

surface area contacts. The efficiency of this method is based on the assumption that the 

subassemblies are correctly attached, they assemble jointly together, and that there is no 

Bourjoutl logic test between two not related subassemblies. This proposal presents various 

rules that follow mechanical logic under manufacturing physical restrain conditions.  The 

amount of computational time that the system requires is dependent on the complexity and 

number of parts the assembly. The assembly interconnection between more than 3 

subassemblies are not consider in the heuristic model. Because the combinatory 

subassemblies are manually selected by the user, there is not efficient solution to run a 
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model of a 3 component assembly to an external 1 subassembly. In this particular landing 

gear use case there is not enough parts, but also the combinations should be filter 

respecting the previous explained rules. The example done in this paper assumes that all 

kinematics rules have been manually input and unnecessary test have been removed.      

The method assumes only two main analysis, compose between the degrees of freedom 

components (Constraint) and the subassembly analysis for Bourjoutl method section. The 

precision of the algorithm is dependent on the appropriate reading of the degrees of 

freedom. For this particular analysis the system did not obtain directly from the CAD 

modeler the (dof), but the system user selected them based on his engineer intuition and 

final constraints of the final assembly. A mechanical assembly use case is been use to 

proof the propose concepts in this paper.  

The CAD model complexity only poses solid structures. For this paper sample, we use a 

simplified version of an aircraft landing gear. The model of choice was design without 

fasteners that join components in the assembly. The assembly linkage is not performed by 

fasteners, but by the solid structures themselves. 

 The and /or logic for both method sections does determine the weather a subassembly or 

part can be install if the first part has been installed in the assembly. If the Boolean logic 

solution determines False, the installed part turns into a subordinated of the installing part. 

Or in other words you cannot install the component before the subordinate subassembly or 

part had been installed. If the logic solution is True; this means that the installing part is an 

equal to the installed element. Finally the subassemblies that present more combinations 

with true as a solution; are consider to be more flexible and they can  be installed in the 

sequence with more elements that others Also the repetitive combinatory characteristics of 

this subassemblies  gives them the faculty to be install with more part without been 

constraint by other installations. Following the Onion (peeling the assembly form outside 

to inside) principle they are installed in a receiving host subordinate, and they must be 

installed after them. These propositions translate into the precedence network. If you’re a 

subordinate of a component, you are the predecessor of such component.    
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2.4.1 Background  
The algorithm and method presented in this proposal recognizes the importance of finding 

an optimal precedence to develop a sequence. By intuition individuals might consider that 

there is only one set in stone precedence, but these assumptions are incorrect [8]. This 

method takes in consideration the flexibility of the precedence network and adapts the 

precedence to the assembly line plan constraints and processes necessities. This section 

will explain the main rules and assumptions in the methods, as well as the system inputs.  

2.4.2 Modeling assemblies  

2.4.2.1 Decision variables and constraints  
With the digitalization in industry, any manufacturing product that approaches to take a 

productive and educated decision, can see the direct consequences affecting such decision. 

There is not more cost efficient and logical way to test this approaches without the use 

modelling for risk analysis mitigation. Modelling serves as a real example to test a 

concept-idea represented digitally. This gives the opportunity to test for desire metrical 

outputs in a safe environment, avoiding instant harm to the production line. In order for the 

model to be accurate and have the reliability to predict certain scenarios; the model must 

have the same decision variables, stakeholders, changing agents, and constraints as the real 

system poses. The model can be work in parallel with the production system and have 

direct inputs live form the assembly line. [9] This aspect is mostly use for production 

control, which searches for efficient adaptability in the face of emergent events. Also, it 

could be implemented as a supportive system that inputs recorded data and operates only 

for planning purposes examining the “What if” scenarios. 

The decision variables must imitate the conditions and effects to the manufacturing 

processes as close to reality as possible. And the constraints prevent the variables to be 

contradictive. If the model boundaries and constraints are not well defined there is not a 

well define system, there is not model accuracy, and it will never calculate an optimal 

solution. Depending on the model quality, sometime not even heuristic solutions can be 
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trusted. The decisions variables does capture system functional behaviors, interfaces, 

resources, objects, and interconnections between all manufacture processes in the plan.         

Perspective model not optimal , but heuristic (get the quate form Bartholdi and Platzman 

1988 page 19) 

After all of the system behaviors and constraints are capture; the model must add new 

behaviors or change the interconnection responses between existing processes. The output 

of such external manipulations from the model is known as the simulation solution. 

Objectively, the solution can be calculated to fulfill a convergence or optimality. The 

propose method has the ability to provide with a heuristic solution. This is because there is 

no optimal solution if we based the CAD from purely theoretical design space. From the 

constraints analysis (DOF) the logic is abstract and depends purely between two options. 

When we analyze the essence of the problem in vacuum; theoretically you could install 

either the pin or the nut in any precedence. But if the Pin is installed in a whole (nut or 

receiver) inside a mounted part the precedence dictates that the receiver is the predecessor 

of the pin. This logical problem is explored in the CAD model principles part of this 

introduction.   

2.4.3 Operation Control Problem 
What is the effect of the precedence change in the case of emergent events sequence 

change? The answer is depends. Depends on whether the changes in the precedence have a 

mayor effect on the sequence; or the sequencing model can be responsive enough so it does 

not need a design revision. Part of production control involves to have a responsive team to 

solve the emergent non-conformities (NC) during the manufacturing processes. The 

continuity of the production will depend on adapting the sequence for such event. But if 

the MRB team decides that there is the need of a design change on an occurring (NC) the 

system can model a new precedence based on the proposed heuristic method.    

Optimality is the right solution ? Consider the heuristic lower and upper bounds  
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Finding the optimal sequence can be recommendable after the design change. New 

generation of the alternative precedence will be the constrained output of the solution. We 

do know that once the model is bounded to the manufacturing physical limitations, there 

can still be more than one feasible solution in both sequence and precedence. This lower 

and upper limit solution bounds are calculated based on the minimum requirements and the 

idealistic scenario. This also translates into a lower random solution bound and the upper 

optimization solution bound. We can create this distinction between idealistic design space 

constraints and real assembly line plan constraints.       

2.4.4 Model Building including all methods and algorithms as the use 
case. 

The model building is compose of three step methods. Two to determine precedence and 

one for sequence generation. The propose method provided two separate dependent 

solution that are interconnected by their constraints. Once the precedence of the model is 

calculated the algorithm use to obtain the sequence can vary depending on heuristic or 

optimal objectives. Most of the heuristic or optimal line balancing sequence methods have 

as a constraint the immediate predecessor list. For this use case we will use the optimal 

sequence modelling algorithm called FABLE procedure. The procedure takes as inputs, the 

cycle time variable and the immediate predecessor constraints. The immediate 

predecessors are created based on the methods rules and the degrees of freedom analysis 

provided by the CAD. The degrees of freedom changes will be manually input based on 

the planner knowledge of physical capacities in the manufacturing processes. 

2.4.4.1 User model building and solutions 
Once the planner has introduce more constraint to the affected design parts, the system will 

have less available degrees of freedom that can rotate or translate the subassemblies. The 

new analysis will change the perspective between which parts are subordinates and which 

ones are their respective subassembly. [10] Then after the hierarchy definition the 

Bourjoutl method test’s subassemblies with parts to further filter the precedence. The 

method challenges interaction between subassembly to subassembly. This combinatory 

Boolean method is used as a heuristic calculation till the solution has search all interactions 
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based on surface area physical contact. The solution of the Bourjoutl method will provide 

with an optimal solution as system increases form the two part to two subassemblies 

comparison.      

2.4.5 Line balancing and precedence inputs  
The precedence is the main constraints that bound the sequence calculation. The main 

difference between sequence and the line balancing is that: sequence is the manufacture 

distribution of the parts in a network that supports modification, but respects that 

precedence constraints. [11] And the Line balance is to accommodate those parts to the 

different plan processes and the variables requirements. The proposal will transition from 

the sequence generation to the line balance, based on cycle times and station Takt time.  

2.5 CAD model principles  

2.5.1 System assumption and CAD conditions  
Model requirements of the CAD design is to avoid over-constrained parts in the 

subassemblies. It is necessary that while assembling the different CAD parts, the 

subassembly joined places need to have at least one well constrained degree of freedom. If 

a joint do not have minimum of one connection with one constrain the method will make 

the mistake of showing the part as if is the loosest in the assembly. If the part shows all 

degrees of freedom in translation and rotation this means that the part cannot be installed 

before any other part with higher constraints or less available dof’s. Figure 1 shows an 

example of connection joints in the model.      
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Figure 1-Constrain Joints CAD example 

All of the joints have at least one constraint as gradually they reach out of the rigid parts. 

The perception of the assembler does affect the precedence calculated by the proposed 

method. But as it can be seen in figure 1 the rigid initial part could be the monitor. This 

cases show the nature of the two way linear problem explained in the pin vs nut problem. 

In the other hand if any part in the assembly is over-constraint immediately will gain 

higher ranking position compared to its counterparts in the precedence hierarchy method. 

What is recommended to many designs; is to properly constrained CAD models and to 

avoid over-constrained connections. Different CAD software’s do constraint analysis in 

diverse ways and can disagree about the same assembly. So the designer must be careful to 

choose the tool, allocate property the constraints, and to make sure that the read degrees of 

freedom analysis dialog box have a logical motions. When the engineer planner wants to 

run the constrain version of the method. He must manually use its engineering skills 

deciding where to constraint the CAD degrees of freedom in the parts with production 

capacity problems.   
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2.5.2 Pin to nut problem of precedence in theory  
The pin to nut assembly problem is a theoretical paradox and the main reason why the 

propose model cannot be consider as optimal. Knowing that there can only be a connection 

between a pair of parts or a pair of subassemblies. The object to object connection can be 

decompose or aggregated as the planner seeks necessary the associations of the parts. The 

assembly of any system start with all its parts detached to each other. The assembly can 

only be analyze to best feasible solution as all parts are joined together in a final design 

assemble. The precedence can only be calculated based on the joint connections. 

Connections are only valid if there is surface area relationship between to elements of the 

assembly. The amount of feasible precedence in the CAD network growth exponentially 

based on the number of joint connection between parts. The connections, as previously 

mentioned before, can be aggregated or decomposed to its full surface structure bounds. 

Figure 2 is an example of the worst case scenario upper bound problem seen to calculate 

structural analysis mesh. 

 

Figure 2- Icosphere uniform grid 
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The number of combinations in a sphere grid are finite but computationally challenging to 

calculate. The connection between each one of the sphere nodes is the exponential amount 

of two way combinatory precedence. The mechanical defined amount of precedence 

networks from pure theoretical design is cannot be calculated due to the NP-hard 

characteristics of the problem[12]. 

The sphere can be decompose to have as multiple connecting joints as its surface area will 

allow. But in theory the number of connections points can be infinite; figure 3 is a 2 

dimensional representation of a limited amount of connections.  

 

Figure 3-High level complex network connection of a spherical mesh single node 

From figure 3 part (a) connections we can calculate the amount of possible precedence’s. 

Figure 4 shows each one of the joined connections represents a precedence. Because the 

starting point of the precedence could be either one of the enclosed displayed nodes.   
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Figure 4-Node infinitive connection 2D representation 

The amount of precedence’s available is exponential to the amount of parts ans joint 

connection. This is later powered by the number of sequences and you have a NP hard 

problem .  Figure 5 part A & B is a simpler four node connection that explains the 

difference between the CAD design joints and the precedence networks. If we only count 

the joints; there are four different ways to start with the same node, plus there is 4 parts 

which means a sixteen precedence options.  
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Figure 5- (a) CAD surface area contact network; (b) Precedence network feasible alternatives 

Figure 5 part B does not change the surface area contacts, but develops a different 

precedence network starting from any part of the assembly. There is a only one higher level 

physical surface network and then there are multiple precedence’s networks. After 

determining the number of precedence’s only the physical constraints of production or 

engineering practices can discard what it considers infeasible. For example; building a 

house. In this case the precedence allows to the designer to assembly it form the roof to the 

base. But, we know that in real life because of gravity constraints and construction 

practices all precedences that fix the roof as principle the node, make themselves 

infeasible. Only all precedence’s that have a feasible fix base as first node are considered to 

be explored.  

These same two nodes can have a two way connections when only surface area is the main 

constraint. The debate is weather the precedence should be determine optimality when 

there the conclusion is non-trivial. The surface area connection in vacuum with no 

mechanical contains, cannot determine the optimal sequence. But, it is clear that there is 

always a 2 possible combinations as feasible precedence’s.   

(A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B) 
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Figure 6-Connected Node pair sequencing analysis 

Figure 6 shows the pin to nut problem. If there is not a fix initial constraint to one of the 

parts the precedence is feasible for both branches of the network. Without a second 

mechanical boundary the model is comparable to the question: Which is first the chicken 

or the egg? In other hand if one of the parts in the assembly is bound to be fix or rigid, 

showing zero degrees of freedom. The precedence is very clear and easier to calculate in 

favor of a solution showing primary to subordinate network. Figure 6 is a great example of 

the mechanical constraint when one of the two nodes is already constraint by been 

assemble to the receiving part of the CAD. The nut will be fix again, because of physical 

conditions. This outcome transforms the pin from an assembly peer, to a subordinate. The 

immediate predecessor of the pin is the nut.  

 

Figure 7-Fixed Nut and Subordinate Pin 
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All the obtained combinations of precedence’s are feasible in the vacuum space of the 

assembly design. But, once you bound the system by increasing the number of constraints 

located in the joints; and established certain external manufacturing capacities conditions, 

the number of feasible precedence paths is limited. There is multiple tree searching 

algorithms [13] (Depth first search or Breadth First Search) that can be implemented by 

adding constraints or searching for a heuristic solution that matches the system bounds.  

The model complexity increases exponentially as more parts or connections are involve in 

the analysis. In order to simplified the magnitude of the search. Aggregating multiple parts 

into subassemblies, and perform a new assembly with fewer connection help to relax the 

problem. Lowering the amount of assumed connections will results in a smaller precedence 

tree.      

2.5.3 Degrees of freedom analysis dialog box and constraint changes  
The propose method is operating because the assembled design is provided with multiple 

constraints attaching the parts from subordinates to principals. The designer is obligated by 

the modeler to add at least one constraint to each part. [14] The difference is that during the 

CAD assembling there is no need to have a surface to surface contact type of constraint.  

But, for the first rule of this mechanical analysis, the proposed method requires to have a 

minimum of one surface area connection joint between two parts.  

As previously explained is not recommended to have over constraint part, but property 

constraint assemblies. Designers have the tendency of linearly adding a constraint to each 

part form the fixed one to the final subordinated (See figure 1). The assembler is 

subconscious or consciously stablishing the fixed principal parts and the subordinate. The 

CAD connection network still is unique ad is bounded by surface area connections. But 

when the assembler introduces handpicked constraints in the assembly joints, then the 

proposed method will read manipulated inputs. The reader could be asking why I need a 

method to calculate the precedence if it is already predetermine by the designer joint 

constraints. The designer does not necessary will correctly constraint the system, and this 
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method provides with the ability to test different precedence independently of the CAD 

constraints. 

If in the other hand the method reads directly from an over constraint CAD assembly, it 

will give precedence priority to over-constrain parts [15]. A over constraint part will 

present zero degrees of freedom either in rotation or in translation 

(x=0;y=0;z=0;xx=0;yy=0;zz=0). The method logic will define a over constrain part as a 

principle and the other part with even one degree of freedom available as a subordinate. 

This is further explain in rule number two of the precedence method. The degrees of 

freedom can only be read directly form the joint point that are mechanically constraint in 

the assembly. The precedence method can choose to either read from the dof dialog boxes 

or to have the designer to evaluate the dof’s of the a part has once it is assembled. Figure 8 

is an example if CATIA V5 constraint analysis dialog box.       
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Figure 8- CATIA V5 Degrees of Freedom Analysis dialog box 

This example shown in Figure 8; the selected part is constraint only to a single translation 

in Y axis. Surface area contact with the arm part does not allow the translation in the axis 

generating the only assembly constraint. The use case does not rely on the joints 

constraints of the landing gear example, because any point could have been place as a fix 

or rigid constrain in the assembly. This chosen part effect will make all others connecting 

from it to be subordinates. And a chain reaction will linearly add constraint in the 

connection that continues the surface area to surface area till the last subordinate. The use 

case use in this thesis does not gather information form the constrain analysis of the 

modeler, but by the clear surface to surface constraint the engineer desires to add to the 

inputs table.  
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2.5.4 Assembly sequences 
The design sequence problem in practice is known as what in industry we called line 

balancing. Adapting the products to the configuration of the existing plant design, 

manufacturing processes and emergent events is very cost effective to most manufacturers. 

The problem is that most engineer planners have no knowledge of the improvement 

capabilities outside their bound daily plant conditions. Input data (precedence) coming 

from the product designers confine’s the possibilities of adapting the sequence to the 

current production conditions.  This is why the production planner most likely has no 

authority to visualize different sequences. Neither to plan the production schedule based on 

other sequences.   

Do multiple sequence options will help production to be more effective at production 

control? The answer seems to be trivial, but as we gains density of the feasible networks 

distribution per emergent event; we also lose at adding an exponential amount of solutions 

that will take time and resources to explore. To the problem part of the discussion there is 

also the possibility to develop software that can filter the feasible solutions that are closer 

to the upper limit of efficiency.  Efficiency will be determined to the second attached 

variable to each task and its effect per sequence.        

The main objective is to take the design assembly and make it suitable to the 

manufacturing processes in the plan [16]. Constraint will be added or removed depending 

on the simulated plant conditions. The explored algorithms will use the constrained model 

solution obtained from the precedence algorithm results. Precedence algorithm solution 

must be constrained from its CAD assembly input. So, it will generate a correct input to the 

sequence algorithms.  

Sequencing topic is more prevalent than precedence calculation research. Sequence 

algorithms are more available throughout literature than precedence. The industry needs 

direct gains in productivity. Precedence research might not seem to present much gains 

once the line process have been establish in the plant blueprint, but after filtered for 

feasibility the gains can be determine and exceptional. Gains will depend on the variable 
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that the model also includes. How it’s affected by the sequence or precedence can be 

determine comparing two different solutions variance. The studied sequences are well 

established methods in the academic literature. The methods are: Optimization algorithm, 

COMSOAL, and raked positional weight (RPW). The first method outputs a feasible 

optimal solution and the other two are have heuristic solutions[17]. 

Before we explain each one of the practice algorithm, we need to understand the problem 

conditions and formulation parameters applied in all sequencing calculations. Assumptions 

are made in order to simplified and proof the concept of this research. Each solution is 

based on the single resource per station premise. The model will only consider linear 

arrangement of the sequence, as it assumes only one resource operating during the process 

idle time. All task are fixed to a single irrevocable precedence given by the algorithm 

previously analyzed. Any solution has not been suited to fix the tasks in parallel, neither 

inside the station nor in parallel with other stations. The assumed cycle time will vary per 

example, but the units per time must be acceptable for production capabilities. Just for the 

example purpose we will assumed any cycle time and units per time is feasible. In case if 

we need to accommodate the algorithm for different real plant conditions, we can do it. 

But, it will make the problem more complex and beyond proving the legitimacy of the 

proposed concept. Stations will possess all the hypothetical required processes of all 

analyzed tasks. So, there is not particular constraint that will attach a set of task to only be 

performed in one particular station. All tasks can be allocated to any work station as long 

they respect the cycle time constraints and stations idle time.    

2.6 Precedence Algorithm  

2.6.1 First level Algorithm kinematic rules:. 
1) Connections can only count for surface to surface area contact. 

2) Degrees of freedom determine constraints of the part.   

3) The designer can only constraint the assembly to meet manufacturing 

constraints and not to perform this algorithm.  
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4) When tested, part (A) is consider a subordinate to connected part (B). (B) 

can be a group or set of parts.  

5) Test If constraints of (A) are higher than (B)’s. Then (A) precedes (B). 

(A)>(B) =TRUE 

6) If [(A)=(B)]=false, then we free a random dof from (A) with respect to (B) 

and vice versa. When there is 2 more constraints over the other test, this 

costrained part is the principle and the other the subordinate. After all six 

dof’s are tested (A) > (B) then (A)principle and (B) is a subordinate. 

Between the highest constraint part test surpasses the other test. If, after 

the test (A)=(B), then go to rule 6. 

7) The designer must aggregate (A,B) in a set or chose the principle and 

subordinate by a constraint.  

2.6.2 Second level Algorithm Bourjault’s rules for joints (connections): 
8) Test cannot be performed between set interactions that share a common 

assembly part.   

9) Can you install part or set (A) when (B) already installed? Yes =TRUE=1 

10) Use Boolean nomenclature to build the sets and perform the test (AND). 

If set (A) is true=1 , AND , set (B) is true=1; then TRUE. This 

means that set (A) can be installed if set (B) was installed already and vice 

versa.  

If we use OR then we will be building wrong precedence, because 

that the feasibility of the set is important, but by using AND both are sets 

are feasible to install in either other.       

11) Sets cannot constrain one another that’s why AND & not OR. 
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If a set is false it means that cannot be installed.  

[Set(A)=False AND set (B)=False] = False    it cannot be installed.  

[Set(A)=True AND set (B)=False] = False     it cannot be installed.  

Because new set (A&B) ϵ (C)= Not possible 

[Set(A)=True AND set (B)=True] = True        it is feaseable  

If it was Or, Then 

[Set(A)=True OR set (B)=False] = TRUE    it can be installed even that 

one set is not feasible. This is not allow in mechanics.  

2.7 Problem formulation 

 Line balancing problem in its purest form as its function is to assigns task from the 

precedence to each process in their respective stations. The main objective is to decrease 

the cost of production as low and efficient as possible. The precedence is irrevocable 

before solving the line balance, the optimization purpose of this algorithms does focus in 

reducing the idle time inside each station. Constraints such as productivity rate, sequence 

task association are avoid in this paper use case example. We will only consider physical 

manufacturing constraints and their effect in the sequencing of the tasks. The problem 

formulation conditions are represented by figure 9  
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Figure 9- Single resource Line balance graphical example 

The market needs are address form the beginning of the line balancing problem. Cycle time 

is the most important parameter that bounds each station task allocation. The problem also 

assumes that there is not parallel assembly lines or repetitive processes in multiple lines. 

Production rate P units per time and assembly line m are combined to determine the 

demand required by the line is the cycle time C=m/P.  

The time perform by task i is consider to be ti . Each station aggregate time cannot exceed 

the value calculated and determine by planning of C= cycle time.   

2.8 Line Balance Algorithms  

All of the about to be explain algorithms where analyzes form the perspective different 

sources. But, the most of the topic understanding comes from Modeling and Analysis of 

Manufacturing Systems of R. G. Askin and C.R. Standridge. Three algorithms are explored 

to validate the precedence solutions in different calculated heuristic methods. The common 

factor that all three algorithms have are all initial conditions and manufacturing constraints. 

Between does the most prominent will be the use of a single resource and single linear task 

allocation for a serial sequence.   
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2.8.1 Optimization algorithm   
The following algorithm uses the nomenclature explained below see reference (R. Askin & 

C. Standrigde, 1993):  

• 𝒕𝒊 time to perform each task 

• IP set of precedence constraints. 𝐼𝑃 = { 𝑢, 𝑣 : 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘	𝑢	𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑡	𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑	𝑣} 

• ZS  tasks that are required to be assigned to the same WC. 𝑍𝑆 =

{ 𝑢, 𝑣 : 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘	𝑢, 	𝑣 ∈ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒	𝑊𝐶} 

• ZD tasks that are not required to be assigned to the same WC. 𝑍𝐷 =

𝑢, 𝑣 : 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘	𝑢, 	𝑣 ∉ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒	𝑊𝐶  

• 𝑿𝒊,𝒌 binary variable indicating that task i is assigned to station k  

This system uses binary indicators to as decision variables to determine whether a task i 

needs to go to station k.  

𝑿𝒊,𝒌 =
1, 		𝑖𝑓	𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘	𝒊	𝑖𝑠	𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑	𝑡𝑜	𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝒌		
0, 		𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒																																														

 

In order to minimized idle time in each station, there is not limit in the amount of opening 

new stations to be feasible based on idle time boundary. At the same time we need to reduce 

the amount of stations generated. Both of the same parameters are address in order to 

optimized the serial sequence solution. In practice there will not be a new station unless there 

is the ability to allocate a task inside an existing station. The precedence will be respected as 

task are allocated in the series of station. This penalty is define by Equation 3 

Equation 3- Drawback function 

𝑵𝒄𝒊,𝒌 ≤ 𝒄𝒊,𝒌T𝟏	∀	𝒌 = 𝟏,… ,𝑲 − 𝟏 
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   Equation 3 is design to force all task to be allocated into the minimum amount of possible 

stations.   

Optimization objective is to insert the most amount of task as possible inside one station 

before we open a new one. This way we minimized the resource and financial costs of 

opening a new station.  

Equation 4-Objective Function 

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒄𝒊,𝒌𝑿𝒊,𝒌

𝑲

𝒌^𝟏

𝑵

𝒊^𝟏

 

 

The systems consteiants determine the cycle time boundaries. Below there is define the 

optimization alogrithm and their respective restrictions.  

Equation 5- Station Allocation  

𝒕𝒊𝑿𝒊,𝒌 ≤ 𝑪	, 		𝒌 = 𝟏, … ,𝑲
𝑵

𝒊^𝟏

 

The addition of all binary variables 𝑿𝒊,𝒌 inside each station must be equal to one. Every task 

can only be allocated to a single station.  

Equation 6-Binary variable sum 

𝑿𝒊,𝒌 = 𝟏	, 		𝒊 = 𝟏, … , 𝑵
𝑲

𝒌^𝟏

 

The precedence equation pair groups of two tasks testing them to determine which task u 

precedes the other v. If the task u does precede its binary variable 𝑿𝒗,𝒌  will obtain a value 

of 1. If task u  is been allocated before the task it precedes v then the equation will output a 

inequality result.   
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Equation 7- Precedence Equation 

𝑿𝒗,𝒌 ≤ 𝑿𝒖,𝒋	, 		𝒌 = 𝟏, … ,𝑲	𝒂𝒏𝒅	(𝒖, 𝒗) ∈ 𝑰𝑷
𝒌

𝒋^𝟏

 

The next two equations are in charge of stablishing the zoning constraints. This constraints 

represent the manufacturing conditions in the system. This constraint will ensure that some 

task are allocated to the same station, if they present the same conditions.  ZS set will 

constrain the task to be bounded to the same station and ZD set will allocated them in 

separate stations.  

Equation 8- Same station restriction 

𝑿𝒖,𝒌𝑿𝒗𝒌 = 𝟏	, 		∀	(𝒖, 𝒗) ∈ 𝒁𝑺
𝑲

𝒌^𝟏

 

Equation 9- Separation Restriction 

𝑿𝒖,𝒌 + 𝑿𝒗,𝒌 ≤ 𝟏, 		𝒌 = 𝟏,… ,𝑲	𝒂𝒏𝒅		∀	(𝒖, 𝒗) ∈ 𝒁𝑫 

2.8.2  COMSOAL Random Sequence Generation  
COMSOAL approach outputs a heuristic solution due that allocation it’s randomized. The 

ordering of the task still respects the given precedence. That variety of ordering solutions 

represent that sequence is not fix and has room for adaptability. COMSOAL is not looking 

to reduce or have a distributed idle time, it just concern about allocating task into stations. 

While the task does not have a predecessor still in queue waiting for allocation, the task 

will be allocated if is randomly selected. Display below is the algorithm that generate 

random feasible heuristic sequences see reference (Ray Wild, 2003).  

1. Construct List A showing all unassigned works and the total number of elements 

which precede them in the precedence diagram. 

2. Construct List B showing all elements which have no predecessors (i.e. elements 

with a zero predecessor value of  List A). 
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3. Select at random one element From List B, and assign it to solution sequencing. 

4. Eliminate the selected element from the precedence matrix and List A. 

5. If there is an unassigned element, go to Step1, otherwise go to   Step 6. 

6. Tag the solution as a feasible individual. 

2.8.3    Ranked Positional Weight  
When it comes to single sequence models the Ranked positional weight algorithm is one of 

the best heuristic solutions. The tasks are allocated based on the cumulative precedence 

time in the network. The addition of the assembly time is based on the interactions between 

predecessor and successor of the precedence. An example of the precedence network 

additions and calculation is displayed in figure 10. 

 

Figure 10- Raked Positional Weight Precedence addition 

The RPW procedure calculates the positional weight PW(i) of all tasks. All successors of 

task i are located inside set S(i). If task j is inside S(i) set, it means that it cannot be 

allocated before i.  we compute 𝑃𝑊k = 𝑡k + 𝑡ll€n(k)   

The Ranked Positional weight procedure states as follows:  
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1. Task ordering: For all task i = 1,…N compute PW(i). Order (rank)task by 
nonincreasing PW(i)  

2. Task assignment: For ranked task i = 1,…N assign task I to first feasible 
workstation 

This heuristic method between the serial sequences solutions is very effective in reducing 

the idle time of each station and also decreases the amount of stations used in the line 

balancing.  

2.8.4 Industry and real work applications of mentioned and proposed 
algorithm  
• The propose algorithm is applicable mostly for the thermal, structures and motion 

analyses. Due to the contact nature of the analysis. 

• The principles of the analysis can be used for other engineering and science fields.     

• The landing gear use case presents a manufacturing challenge for most aerospace 

manufacturers.  

• Multiple production plants are separated from design and most expensive problems 

can be solve from root cause.  

• In industry the algorithms is preventive and prepares production to any situation. 

Most successful people and organizations are not reactive.  

2.9 Generation of Use Case Assembly 

The CAD assembler usually in order to have a simulated moving assembly must introduce 

more constraints in joints besides surface to surface area coincident. We have already 

explain the literature review the reasons; why at calculating the precedence, this constraints 

predetermine the principle fix points and the subordinates without taking in consideration 

other possible precedence. For the purpose of functionality of the purpose sequencing 

algorithm, the constraints in the joints will only accept surfaces coincident. Also all parts 
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must be connected to other part in the assembly, the algorithm will not account for loose 

parts. If there is not surface connection, it will be removed from the algorithm test.  

The upper manufacturing level is translated into the connection network. This network is 

generated out of the surface connection between multiple 2 dimensional planes of two 

independent surfaces. Every part that has a connection with other part will be represented 

by a joint line in the network. All parts are design to be the nodes of the network.  

For experimental simplicity and due to the symmetry of most of the landing gear parts; 

part: (C, D, E, F) have been aggregated into single node analysis instead of two 

independent nodes (parts assembly).  

The use case landing gear Figure 11and its respective assembly network in Figure 12 

 

Figure 11- Landing gear example with parts nomenclature 
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Figure 12- Assembly network of Landing gear use case example 

2.9.1 Representation of Use Case Assembly 
Both of the algorithms have been applied in the case study “Landing gear”. Before we run 

the calculations there is a group of assumption that are particular to this use case and not to 

the overall algorithms rules. General assumptions where explain in each one of the 

algorithm conditions above. All the constraints and regulations of the practical example are 

listed below.  

• Algorithm calculations has been simplified by the symmetry of the CAD model. 

• This simplification gives us still a heuristic solution, but more aggregated. If we 

combine the tasks as double parts in the set the solution will not have a problem. 

• The systems has not include any type of kinematic forces that could potentially  

affect the feasibility of the solution   

• The calculated sequences do not take in consideration processes that are not 

installations. For example: Software loads, quality inspections, etc.  

• The model already has taken in consideration 1 physical constraint in the top part 

of the Main shaft.  

B

E

A

F

C D
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3 - Chapter 3 - Results  

3.1 Precedence algorithm calculations  

The first rule of the precedence algorithm is respected due that we are reading the 

connections form the network in figure 12. The degrees of freedom are determine reading 

from any CAD program assembler like example in figure 8.  The designer follows rule 

three and provides the assembly with a manufacturing constraint. For the report use case 

the fixed point is the limitation that Node A has in the Y-axis direction. Figure 13 

demonstrates where the fixed constrained was attributed to the assembly.  

 

Figure 13- Manufacturing Constraint applied to landing gear example 

Following algorithm rule four, we isolate every single component of displayed in the 

assembly network as a subordinate of all the parts that is in contact with. For example 

Node A is the part of the landing gear CAD that is in more surface contact with other 

components. This will mean that Node A (Main Shaft) will immediately be the subordinate 
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of Nodes (B,C & F). Figure 14 gives a graphical explanation of the previously mentioned.  

The calculated degrees of freedom are displayed in table 1.   

 

Figure 14- Degrees of Freedom test for table 1 & 2 

The use nomenclature to define the degrees of freedom are establish based on the 

gyroscopic view displayed by Figure 15.  
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Figure 15- Degrees of Freedom Gyroscopic view 

Table 1- Degrees of Freedom for assembly network connections 

  Degrees	of	freedom	  
Part	Name Node	 X Y Z xx yy zz Total 
Main	shaft	 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Axile C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wheel	
Bearing D 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Brake	disk E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

This is how we determine the degrees of freedom. Table 2 is the same landing gear 

example but without the manufacturing constraints. This shows how many precedence are 

possible and ho to narrow the problem and define finite solution as you increase more 

constraints.  
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Table 2- Free theoretical CAD assembly network 

Part	Name Node X Y Z xx yy zz Total
Main	shaft	 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Axile C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wheel	Bearing D 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Brake	disk E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Degrees	of	freedom	

 

Rule number 5 states that: Test If constraints of (A) are higher than (B)’s. Then (A) 

precedes (B). (A)>(B) =TRUE . Table 2 does present multiple parts with the same degrees 

of freedom available to displacement. This will assume that all of this parts have the same 

value in the hierarchy. If such particular case occurs there will be a separate test between 

the connected parts as rule five states. If [(A)=(B)]= have the same degrees of freedom, 

then we free a random dof from (A) with respect to (B) and vice versa. When there is 2 

more constraints over the other test, this constrained part is the principle and the other the 

subordinate. After all six dof’s are tested (A) > (B) then (A) principle and (B) is a 

subordinate. Between the highest constraint part test surpasses the other test. We must 

remember that this test will only occur between parts that are connected by the joints of the 

assembly network. There is no computational and method gain by testing rule six on non-

connected nodes. Table 3 provides an example extracted from rule six test in table 2  
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Table 3- Precedence Algorithm rule six, in case of degrees of freedom [(A)=(B)] 

 

Table 3 Part A> Part B scenario results into Pin to be more important in the hierarchy. We 

know that by the rule of Pin and nut explain previously; because the nut (Shock Strut) is 

already mounted in the assembly it should be the principle. But we must remember that 

this test assume the vacuum of assembly space. This is because for more that we liberate 

Part A, Part B will not change its constraints. 

Tets	for	PartA>PartB

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total
Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

First	DOD Shock	Strut B 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
No	change PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

Second	DOD Shock	Strut B 0 1 0 0 1 1 3
No	change PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

Third	DOD Shock	Strut B 1 1 0 0 1 1 4
No	change PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Tets	for	PartB>PartA

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total
Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
PIN F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

First	DOD Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No	change PIN F 0 0 1 0 0 1 2

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

Second	DOD Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No	change PIN F 0 0 1 1 0 1 3

Equal	DOD	scenario	logic	test
Part	Name Node X Y Z XX YY ZZ Total

Third	DOD Shock	Strut B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No	change PIN F 1 0 1 1 0 1 4
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Table 3 Part B> Part A scenario results into Shock Strut to be more important in the 

hierarchy. This means that if Part B (Pin – Node F) becomes free (With more DOD) Part A 

(Shock Strut – Node B) will become more constraint. 

Rule six Test Conclusion: The changes in one part compare to another means that the part 

with lower DOD FINAL results through the test have the other part tested mounted on 

them. Concluding the sequence for this test to be Part A>Part B. Shock Strut > Pin = True 

& Pin > Shock Strut = False. B > F = True & F > B = False.  

The algorithm test of rules five and six solutions are displayed below in Table 4: 

Table 4- Mechanics - Kinematics Precedence Algorithm results 

 

In table 4 the left side of the nodes are tested as subordinates to fix principles on the right 

array. The test consist on asking the total movement of table 2 is higher than 

 If the interaction results is True means that part i can be installed even if part j has been 

already installed. For False part i cannot be installed when part j has been already installed. 

Table 5 summarizes al the interactions between single part to single part in the assembly and 

Node	 B C F
A FALSE FALSE FALSE

Node	 A F
B FALSE TRUE

Node	 A D
C FALSE TRUE

Node	 C E
D FALSE FALSE

Node	 D
E TRUE

Node	 A B
F FALSE FALSE
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aggregates them as a single set with a serial number. In this stage is when the Bourjault’s 

algorithm starts.  

Table 5- Surface area connection test results based on Precedence algorithm 

 

Table 5 is summarized avoiding set interactions that share between set components. Rule 

eight of the Bourjault’s method precedence algorithm is use to output Table6 .  

Table 6- Boujault's Precedence Algorithm simplification of Set interactions  rule 8 

 

Table 6 have avoid all set listed: {(B, A)-(C, A)-(D, C)-(E, D)-(F, A)-(F, B)} this are sets 

(4,6,8,10,11,12). 

SET 2.0 was constructed in order to preserve understanding in the calculated iterations and 

consistency to the reader. Rule nine of estates the most pure concept of the algorithm 

SET Part	(A) Part	(B)
1 A B FALSE
2 A 	C FALSE
3 A F FALSE
4 B A FALSE
5 B F TRUE
6 C A FALSE
7 C D TRUE
8 D C FALSE
9 D E FALSE
10 E D TRUE
11 F A FALSE
12 F B FALSE

SET	2.0 Set	1.0
1 1 A B FALSE
2 2 A C FALSE
3 3 A F FALSE
4 5 B F TRUE
5 7 C D TRUE
6 9 D E TRUE
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asking the question: Can you install part or set (A) when (B) already installed? Yes 

=TRUE=1; IF FALSE =0. Rule nine is open to interpretation, rule number 10 explains the 

Boolean nomenclature that process correctly such question. In summary if a set is not 

feasible it cannot be installed tested to other sets. The reader will question why to assume 

the AND Boolean algebra; If there is the possibility of a part inside set (B) to be the 

predecessor of a part inside set (A). If we use OR then we will be building wrong 

precedence, because that the feasibility of the set is important, but by using AND both are 

sets are feasible to install in either other. This provides the combination to be push forward 

in the precedence because, due to its high level of flexibility and lack of constraint to 

combine with other sets. Rule eleven explains all possible combination of the Boolean 

algebra and why AND is the most suitable to the task.       

The reality is that statement cannot be true, because the objective of the set test is an 

aggregation. Asking the same question of rule nine. Can you install part or set (A) when 

(B) already installed? Yes =TRUE=1; IF FALSE =0.  If the precedence was unfeasible 

from the first set, even if you have a predecessor inside the second compared set (B), inside 

the original set (A) makes the assembly unfeasible.     

Bourjault’s algorithm rule nine explains the Boolean logic: If set (A) is true=1, AND, set 

(B) is true=1; then TRUE. This means that set (A) can be installed if set (B) was installed 

already and vice versa.  

The precedence table calculation iterations are displayed in appendix A.  The (X’s) on 

Table in Appendix A And the results of the precedence algorithm are displayed in Figure 

17. Before we obtain the results table, we need to decompose the aggregated sets into their 

independent parts. Form appendix A the only set combination that is feasible is shown in 

table7  

Table 7- Precedence Algorithm Feasible Solution form Appendix A 

 

SET	(A) SET(B)
5 6 TRUE
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The precedence decomposition starts from the outputs of table 7, where both sets are 

decomposed as parts are placed in precedence. If parts shows more in feasible sets; means 

that such part is less constraint and will have to be consider a subordinate. The parts with 

more constraint do determine the hierarchy of the precedence.  

If a part is not included in the set solutions of table 7; such part it’s consider to be the 

principal of the precedence and all others with more combinatory possibilities are its 

subordinates. If two or more parts have the same amount of combinatory possibilities then 

they have the same precedence in the network. The precedence is built counting the 

amount of combinatory repetitions. A part will precede other if the part are presented as a 

feasible combinatory sets and has a lower combinatory value.  

Decomposing more the precedence network we perform set count, because we are looking 

for sets that are more flexible (more feasible combination). Table 8 shows the Precedence 

count for Sets. Example form table 7 shows set 5 and 6 as feasible. This means that parts 

(A, B, and F) precede (C, D, and E).   

Table 8- Feasible Precedence Set count 

 

After finding which the sets are feasible, we decompose the sets to check for very constraints 

parts and very flexible parts. Table 9 demonstrates such decomposition.  

1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 1
6 1

Precedence	SET	Count	
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Table 9- Precedence, Part count 

 

The individual parts repetition in the sets is count to determine how flexible a part is 

compare to others. The flexibility value scale is incremental, meaning that a part i < part j 

makes i more constraint then j.  

Table 10- Part Assembly Flexibility 

 

The precedence can be built based in this parameters of Figure 16 and the part connections. 

All feasible precedence should start with principal point from (A, B, F) and the last nodes 

in the network needs to be D or the successors of D.  

 

Figure 16- Precedence Hierarchy 

 

Precedence	Part	Count	
A B 0
A C 0
A F 0
B F 0
C D 1
D E 1

A 0
B 0
C 1
D 2
E 1
F 0

Flexibility	
Value

Parts	

A,B,F > C,E >	 D
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3.2 Precedence Algorithm Results  

There is a group of feasible precedence displayed by figure 17 .  

 

Figure 17- Precedence Algorithm solutions 
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3.3 Sequence Algorithms Results  

The sequence algorithm can have an exponential finite amount of solutions [18], but for the 

purpose of this paper we will generate a unique heuristic solution for only one precedence. 

The precedence that we will test both of the sequence algorithms is precedence A of Figure 

17.  Table 11 demonstrates the used Precedence with the addition of some manufacturing 

assembly times.  

Table 11- Assembly Task 

 

The sequence assembly time are conservative estimates of the time that it takes to assemble 

a landing gear. COMSOAL and Ranking positional weight will use the assembly time data 

and precedence form table 11.  

Before we can calculate the sequence we need to understand the assumed Flow shop 

conditions. The physical manufacturing conditions were address in developing the 

sequence, but those constraint are related to processes restraints. Now there is new 

sequence constraint that are bounded by the department in charge of the assembly line 

product layout. For this particular case the assembly line layout focuses in performing it’s 

processes linearly by parts.  The assumed assembly line product layout is displayed in 

figure 18.  

Task Activity Assembly	Time	(min) Inmediate	Predecessor
A Main	shaft	 7 0
B Shock	Strut 6 A
C Axile 5 A
D Wheel	Bearing 15 C,E
E Brake	disk 8 0
F PIN 4 B
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Figure 18- Product Layout 

Most models and simulations are design to emulate the characteristics of a facility 

organization. The department formation referred to layout type defines those characteristics 

usually by product, process, technology, or fixed position.  Most of the aerospace 

technologies manufacturing layout follow a linear process structure, the use case “Landing 

Gear” will follow layout in Figure 18. All assumed processes are discrete events and 

follow under the category of assembly. The model is discrete because the product evolves 

and it’s dependent on a previous event in order to continue its competition flow.  

Sequence purpose is to allocate resources inside stations bounded by the cycle time. The 

use cycle time for both sequence algorithms is calculated below in Equation 10. And the 

estimated lower bound of required stations is calculate below in Equation 11.  

For the use case we assumed that production rate is reduce to only 50 Units (p=50). There 

is only a single assembly line (m=1). The assumed production time restrictions are 3 days 

per week, of a daily seven hours shift. Seven hours per shift and not eight, because we are 

accounting for lunch break as a buffer. The total task times is 45 minutes. 

Equation 10- Cycle time 

𝐶 =
𝑚
𝑝
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𝐶 = 	
1	𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠
50	𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

∗
	1	𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
1	𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠

∗ 	
3	𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
1	𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘

∗ 	
1	𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡
1	𝑑𝑎𝑦

∗ 	
420	𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠	

𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡
	= 𝟐𝟓. 𝟐	

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒔
𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕

 

m=Number of Lines  

p = Production rate 

Equation 11- Number of Station 

𝐾z =
𝑇
𝐶

 

𝐾z =
45	𝑚𝑖𝑛

25	 {k|
}|k~

	= 1.8 = 𝟐	𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔	𝑳𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓	𝑩𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅 

T= Total task times  

C= Cycle time 

The COMSOAL Sequence Solution was calculated from the code attached in Appendix B 

and the results are displayed in Figure 19. The solution seen in Figure 19 is heuristic and 

feasible. This method uses a random value to allocate the task between the group of task 

without a predecessor. This solution does reduce idle time, but there is other algorithm that 

have better allocation of the task and resources. COMSOAL gains are clear in the case of 

an emergent event when it is necessary to have a quick solution that reduces computational 

time and that is feasible.    
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Figure 19- COMSOAL Results 

Simultaneously Ranking Positional Weight algorithm calculations can been analyzed in the 

code located in Appendix C and the results are displayed in Figure 20. This solution is also 

Heuristic, but, does reduce the idle time left per station and distributes better the tasks.  
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Figure 20- Ranking Positional Weight Results 
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4 –Chapter -- Conclusion  

In this work the problem of manufacturing line balancing was studied. Traditionally, line 

balancing and sequencing are performed using an established precedence diagrams. One of 

the goals of this research was to explore the potential gains of addressing the problem of 

assembly network generation coupled with line balancing. One of the drivers for this 

approach is to improve the alternative ways in which the manufacturing line can respond to 

disruptive events. Having more than one assembly network may add flexibility to 

operations while avoiding potentially time consuming review process by the 

engineering/design department. 

 

The proposed algorithms were framed into lean manufacturing concepts, specifically in the 

Kaizen techniques for process improvement. The proposed algorithm calculates heuristic 

solutions of multiple precedence and sequences. The traditional Kaizen techniques were 

related to the proposed algorithm are addressed in this research. We concentrate the 

Kaizen’s analysis on how to make the proposed algorithm applicable for real production 

conditions. Usually, the production department response to emergent event is bounded to 

the limitations and adaptability of the product precedence and sequence. Production 

department principles such as MRP and quality will operate on emergent events by 

modifying the linear progression of the assembly line.  

 

Academically, most analysis and alternatives are concentrated in the sequence or line 

balancing development aspect of production. We understand the immediate gains of line 

balancing based on avoiding the rearrangement cost of product layout, and the designers’ 

irrevocable precedence. Most of the explored sequencing algorithm have an immediate 

heuristic solution that will provide with a feasible alternative, so production control can 

continue to resume its normal activities. As we demonstrated through this research the line 

balance will be limited to all constraints designed to the precedence. Production 

adaptability to an emergent event is reduced to fewer alternatives. The lower bound of 
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feasible solution is further reduced as planning constraints increments. This also increases 

the risk present in the assembly line. If the manufacturing planner have a bottleneck 

problem and an emergent event occurs in that particular process, the entire system will be 

subject to one assembly task. This research provides production control with multiple 

solutions where the set of backbone tasks varies. Manufacturing engineers could 

accumulate those solutions in a library and classify it in case of every possible task related 

emergent event. This practice will increase the chances of always have a feasible solution 

and will reduce the production risks. Productivity or efficiency KPI’s can be added to 

multiple precedence and sequences to analyze better way to manufacture.     

 

Throughout this research I understood the enormous computing efforts that calculating 

multiple precedence which their respective ranges of sequences is not practical during 

solving an emergent event. Production control has at its disposal several sequencing 

methods that will provide with a temporary solution. This proposed algorithm could be 

used by planning apart in order to possess multiple and more efficient alternatives of 

production. I believe it is worth the effort to question the precedence usage and evaluate 

the KPI’s of other feasible solutions. The main purpose is not just to have a library of 

solutions classified by emergent event conditions, but through Kaizen techniques improve 

superior production alternatives.  

 

The proposed algorithms improved the manufacturing process, by interconnecting the 

precedence network to the real manufacturing constraints. This research by replicating the 

entire manufacturing planning method did explore and developed a significant amount 

of alternatives for line balance process from design to sequencing. This research 

prove its applicability and practical usage by calculate and use both manufacturing 

levels to prove the proposed concepts. The algorithm calculated the precedence; 

which then was the input of the sequencing algorithms. We introduced realistic 

manufacturing constraints to a landing gear example problem. In that sequencing 

result of the line balancing problem we clearly see the difference outcomes of the 
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two use methods. The multiple precedence provides a finite range of feasible 

sequences that have different idle time outputs, this is seen in the sequence results 

of figures 19 and 20. Landing gear use case was used in both heuristic calculation, 

with the same amount of parts, boundary cycle time and same production 

conditions. Depending on the algorithm there is a clear difference in efficiency. We 

have propose an algorithm which proved that multiple solutions will provide 

different efficiencies at same takt times. Finally, all the obtained sequence solutions 

were feasible.  

 

Most Manufacturing research focuses in the line balance problem, which is 

reasonable due to the complexity of the network and the computing effort that takes 

finding all feasible possibilities. During the algorithm development, we encounter 

that the problem was larger than expected.  This will increment the computing 

efforts needed to determine a suitable range of solutions. As it’s shown we have 

introduce more adaptability to the system, but if we integrate both manufacturing 

networks. We will increase the size of the problem and devise smart algorithms to 

make complexity manageable. Future research should focus on bounding the 

systems and fine an amount of possible algorithm networks. This include all 

sequences of each precedence. Solutions trees will need to be evaluated using 

backtracking network search algorithms, examining for feasibility based on desired 

metric efficiency.  

5 
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6.2 Appendix B 

import random 
import time 
import math 
 
 
class COMSOAL_Naranjo_3_Thesis: 
    task = [] 
    activity = [] 
    assemblyTime = [] 
    immediatePred = [] 
 
    def __init__(self): 
        pass 
 
    def loadTask(self, task): 
        self.task.append(task) 
 
    def printTasks(self): 
        print (self.task[:]) 
 
    def getTasks(self): 
        return self.task[:] 
 
    def setTasks(self, task): 
        self.task = task 
 
    def toStringTasks(self): 
        return str(self.task[:]) 
 
    def loadActivity(self, activity): 
        self.activity.append(activity) 
 
    def printActivity(self): 
        print (self.activity[:]) 
 
    def getActivity(self): 
        return self.activity[:] 
 
    def setActivity(self, activity): 
        self.activity = activity 
 
    def toStringActivity(self): 
        return str(self.activity[:]) 
 
    def loadAssemblyTime(self, assemblyTime): 
        self.assemblyTime.append(assemblyTime) 
 
    def printAssemblyTime(self): 
        print (self.assemblyTime[:]) 
 
    def getAssemblyTime(self): 
        return self.assemblyTime[:] 
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    def setAssemblyTime(self, assemblyTime): 
        self.assemblyTime = assemblyTime 
 
    def toStringAssemblyTime(self): 
        return str(self.assemblyTime[:]) 
 
    def loadImmediatePred(self, immediatePred): 
        self.immediatePred.append(immediatePred) 
 
    def printImmediatePred(self): 
        print (self.immediatePred[:]) 
 
    def getImmediatePred(self): 
        return self.immediatePred[:] 
 
    def setImmediatePred(self, immediatePred): 
        self.immediatePred = immediatePred 
 
    def toStringImmediatePred(self): 
        return str(self.immediatePred[:]) 
 
    def loadDataFromFile(self, fileName): 
        file = open(fileName, "r") 
 
        myString = [] 
 
        for line in file: 
            # print (line) 
 
            myString = line.rstrip("\n").split(",") 
 
            self.loadTask(myString[0]) 
            self.loadActivity(myString[1]) 
            self.loadAssemblyTime(myString[2]) 
            self.loadImmediatePred(myString[3].lower()) 
 
        file.close() 
 
    def identityPredecessor(self, task): 
        index = 0 
 
        for i in self.immediatePred: 
            index = index + 1 
 
    def identityPredecessors_old(self): 
 
        temp = [] 
 
        for task in self.task: 
            index = 0 
 
            for i in self.immediatePred: 
                if len(i) == 1: 
                    index = index + 0 
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                else: 
                    temp = i.split(";") 
                index = index + 1 
 
    def identityPredecessors(self): 
 
        temp = [] 
        index = 0 
 
 
    def identityPredecessorCount(self): 
 
        temp = [] 
        result = [] 
        zeroMat = [] 
 
        index = 0 
 
        for task in self.task: 
 
            if len(self.immediatePred[index]) == 1: 
                if self.immediatePred[index] == "0": 
                    if index >= 0: 
                        result.append(0) 
 
                        zeroMat.append(task) 
                else: 
                    if index >= 0: 
                        result.append(1) 
 
            else: 
                temp = self.immediatePred[index].split(";") 
 
                length = len(temp) 
 
                cnt = 0 
                zcnt = 0 
 
                for val in temp: 
                    if val != "0": 
                        cnt = cnt + 1 
                    else: 
                        zcnt = zcnt + 1 
 
                if index >= 0: 
                    # result.append(len(temp)) 
                    result.append(cnt) 
 
                    if zcnt == length: 
                        zeroMat.append(task) 
 
 
            index = index + 1 
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        return [result, zeroMat] 
 
    def cycleTime(self, mTime, units): 
        errorFlag = 0 
        c = 0 
 
        if (mTime == 0): 
            # print ("Time = 0, unfeasable") 
            errorFlag = 1 
 
        if (units == 0): 
            # print ("Units = 0, unfeasable") 
            errorFlag = 2 
 
        if (errorFlag == 0): 
            c = mTime / units 
 
            c = c * 3.0 * 1.0 * 420.0  # min / unit 
 
            #print ("C = " + str(c)) 
 
        return [c, errorFlag] 
 
    def timeFeasability(self, array, cycleTime): 
 
        station = [] 
 
        stationTimes = [] 
 
        index = 0 
        sum = 0 
        flag = 0 
 
        for task in self.task: 
            for idx in array: 
 
                if task == idx: 
                    stationTimes.append(int(self.assemblyTime[index])) 
 
                    sum = sum + int(self.assemblyTime[index]) 
 
                    station.append(task) 
 
                    #print ("Sum = " + str(sum) + " C = " + 
str(cycleTime)) 
 
            index = index + 1 
 
        return [station, stationTimes, sum] 
 
    def immediatePredecessor(self, size): 
 
        temp = [] 
 
        idx = [0 for x in range(size)] 
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        index = 0 
 
        w = size 
        h = size 
 
        matrix = [[0 for x in range(w)] for y in range(h)] 
 
        for task in self.task: 
 
            if len(self.immediatePred[index]) == 1: 
                if self.immediatePred[index] != "0": 
                    # print (self.immediatePred[index] + " is the 
Immediate Pred of " + task) 
 
                    num = 
self.convertLetter2Number(self.immediatePred[index]) 
 
                    matrix[num][idx[num]] = task 
 
                    idx[num] = idx[num] + 1 
 
            else: 
                temp = self.immediatePred[index].split(";") 
 
                for k in temp: 
                    if k != "0": 
                        # print (k + " is the Immediate Pred of " + task) 
 
                        num = self.convertLetter2Number(k) 
 
                        matrix[num][idx[num]] = task 
 
                        idx[num] = idx[num] + 1 
 
            index = index + 1 
 
        # print ("") 
 
        for i in range(0, size - 1): 
            for j in range(0, size - 1): 
                val = str(matrix[i][j]) 
 
                # if val != "0": 
                # print (str(i) + " " + str(j) + " " + matrix[i][j]) 
 
    def mCardinal(self, station, stationTimes, cycleTime, myCycleTimes, 
sum): 
 
        position = len(station) 
 
        # print ("Position = " + str(position)) 
 
        newStation = [] 
        newStation = station 
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        num = 0 
        cnt = 0 
        card = 0 
        removed = 0 
        removedCT = 0 
 
        newStationOpen = 0 
 
 
        if position > 0: 
 
            num = random.random() 
 
            # print (position, num) 
 
            card = int((num * position) + 0.0) 
 
            removed = newStation[card] 
 
            removedCT = stationTimes[card] 
 
            oldRemoved = removed 
 
            # tempTime = float(cycleTime) - 
test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes) - removedCT 
 
            tempTime = float(cycleTime) - sum - removedCT 
 
            # print ("TempTime = " + str(tempTime)) 
 
            min = 1000000 
 
            if tempTime < 0: 
 
                # print("Old Values = " + str(removed) + "  " + 
str(removedCT)) 
 
                for idx in range(0, len(stationTimes)): 
                    if stationTimes[idx] < min: 
                        min = stationTimes[idx] 
                        card = idx 
 
                removed = newStation[card] 
 
                removedCT = stationTimes[card] 
 
                # print("New Values = " + str(removed) + "  " + 
str(removedCT)) 
 
                # tempTime = float(cycleTime) - 
test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes) - removedCT 
 
                tempTime = float(cycleTime) - sum - removedCT 
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                if oldRemoved == removed or tempTime < 0: 
                    print ("") 
                    print ("Open a new station (C)") 
                    print ("") 
 
                    newStationOpen = 1 
 
                    # newStation[card] = "New Task" 
 
        return [card, newStation, removed, removedCT, num, newStationOpen] 
 
    def removeTemporartyTasks(self, task, station, stationTimes): 
        tempTask = [] 
        tempStation = [] 
        tempStationTimes = [] 
 
        # print (len(station), len(stationTimes)) 
 
        # print ("Letter to remove = " + str(task)) 
 
        for i in range(0, len(self.task)):  # Was 1 
            if task != self.task[i]: 
                tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
 
        for i in range(0, len(stationTimes)): 
            if task != station[i]: 
                tempStation.append(station[i]) 
                tempStationTimes.append(stationTimes[i]) 
 
        return [tempTask, tempStation, tempStationTimes] 
 
    def removeTasks(self, station1): 
        tempTask = [] 
        temp = [] 
        result = [] 
        removed = [] 
        tempTime = [] 
 
        for i in range(0, len(self.task)): 
            flag = 0 
 
            for j in station1: 
                if j == self.task[i]: 
                    flag = 1 
 
            if flag == 0: 
                tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
 
                tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
 
            else: 
                removed.append(self.task[i]) 
 
        for i in tempTask: 
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            idx = 0 
 
            for j in self.task: 
                if len(i) == 1: 
                    if i.lower() == j.lower(): 
                        result.append(self.immediatePred[idx]) 
                idx = idx + 1 
 
        self.task = tempTask 
        self.immediatePred = result 
        self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
 
        return [tempTask, result, removed] 
 
    def removeTasksSingle(self, task): 
        tempTask = [] 
        removed = [] 
        tempPred = [] 
        tempTime = [] 
 
        assemblyTime = 0 
 
        for i in range(0, len(self.task)): 
            flag = 0 
 
            if task == self.task[i]: 
                removed.append(self.task[i]) 
 
                assemblyTime = self.assemblyTime[i] 
 
            else: 
                tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
                tempPred.append(self.immediatePred[i]) 
                tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
 
        self.task = tempTask 
        self.immediatePred = tempPred 
        self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
 
        return [tempTask, removed, assemblyTime] 
 
    def removePredecessorSingle(self, immediatePred): 
        for i in range(0, len(self.immediatePred)): 
            if (len(self.immediatePred[i]) == 1): 
                if immediatePred == self.immediatePred[i]: 
                    self.immediatePred[i] = "0" 
 
            else: 
                temp = self.immediatePred[i].split(";") 
 
                gtemp = temp 
 
                length = len(gtemp) 
 
                idx = 0 
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                for j in temp: 
                    if j.lower() == immediatePred: 
                        flag = 2 
                        gtemp[idx] = "0" 
 
                    idx = idx + 1 
 
                string = "" 
 
                for k in range(0, length): 
                    if k < length - 1: 
                        string = string + gtemp[k] + ";" 
                    else: 
                        string = string + gtemp[k] 
 
                self.immediatePred[i] = string 
 
    def evaluatePredecessors_6(self, station1, immediatePred2): 
 
        global gtemp 
        newPredList = [] 
        gtemp = [] 
        removed = [] 
        tempTime = [] 
 
        newPredList = immediatePred2 
 
        for i in range(0, len(immediatePred2)): 
 
            for st in station1: 
 
                if len(immediatePred2[i]) == 1: 
                    if immediatePred2[i] == st: 
                        newPredList[i] = "0" 
 
                else: 
 
                    temp = immediatePred2[i].split(";") 
 
                    gtemp = temp 
 
                    length = len(gtemp) 
 
                    idx = 0 
 
                    for j in temp: 
                        if j.lower() == st.lower(): 
                            flag = 2 
                            gtemp[idx] = "0" 
 
                        idx = idx + 1 
 
                    string = "" 
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                    for k in range(0, length): 
                        if k < length - 1: 
                            string = string + gtemp[k] + ";" 
                        else: 
                            string = string + gtemp[k] 
 
                    newPredList[i] = string 
 
        self.immediatePred = [] 
 
        pos = 0 
 
        newTask = [] 
 
        for i in newPredList: 
            if i != "0": 
                self.immediatePred.append(i) 
 
                tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[pos]) 
 
                try: 
                    newTask.append(self.task[pos]) 
                except: 
                    newTask.append("oops") 
                    # print ("Pos = " + str(pos)) 
 
            else: 
                removed.append(self.task[pos]) 
 
                station1.append(self.task[pos]) 
 
            pos = pos + 1 
 
        self.task = newTask 
        self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
 
        return [newPredList, removed, station1] 
 
    def convertLetter2Number(self, letter): 
 
        index = ord(letter) - 96  # Convert lowercase letter to number 
(e.g. a = 1, b = 2, ...) 
 
        result = index - 1  # First position is 0 not 1 
 
        if result < 0: 
            result = 0 
 
        return result  # First position is 0 not 1 
 
    def parseStringList(self, list, pos): 
        result = [] 
        cnt = 0 
 
        for i in list: 
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            if cnt != pos: 
                result.append(list[cnt]) 
 
            cnt = cnt + 1 
 
        return result 
 
    def sumStationTimes(self, times): 
        sum = 0 
 
        for i in times: 
            sum = sum + float(i) 
 
        return sum 
 
    def updateTasks(self, removedItem): 
        tempTask = [] 
        tempPred = [] 
        tempTime = [] 
 
        cnt = 0 
 
        for i in self.task: 
            if i != removedItem: 
                tempTask.append(self.task[cnt]) 
 
                tempPred.append(self.immediatePred[cnt]) 
 
                tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[cnt]) 
 
            cnt = cnt + 1 
 
        self.task = tempTask 
        self.immediatePred = tempPred 
        self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
 
    def updatePreds(self, task): 
        idx = 0 
 
        for i in self.immediatePred: 
            if len(i) == 1: 
                if i == task: 
                    self.immediatePred[idx] = "0" 
 
            else: 
                temp = i.split(";") 
 
                length = len(temp) 
 
                idx2 = 0 
 
                for j in temp: 
                    if j.lower() == task: 
                        temp[idx2] = "0" 
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                    idx2 = idx2 + 1 
 
                string = "" 
 
                for k in range(0, length): 
                    if k < length - 1: 
                        string = string + temp[k] + ";" 
                    else: 
                        string = string + temp[k] 
 
                self.immediatePred[idx] = string 
 
            idx = idx + 1 
 
# Main Program 
 
test = COMSOAL_Naranjo_3_Thesis() 
 
stationNumber = 1 
 
sum = 0 
cnt = 0 
step = 1 
flag = 0 
 
test.loadDataFromFile("Assembly_read_test_Landing_gear.csv") 
 
test.setTasks(test.parseStringList(test.getTasks(), 0)) 
test.setActivity(test.parseStringList(test.getActivity(), 0)) 
test.setAssemblyTime(test.parseStringList(test.getAssemblyTime(), 0)) 
test.setImmediatePred(test.parseStringList(test.getImmediatePred(), 0)) 
 
resultCT = [] 
resultCT = test.cycleTime(1, 50) 
# print (resultCT) 
# print ("") 
 
 
while True:  # Outter Loop 
 
    resultPC = [] 
    resultPC = test.identityPredecessorCount() 
    #  print ("Pred Result = " + str(resultPC)) 
    #  print ("") 
 
    station = [] 
    stationTimes = [] 
    myRemoved = [] 
    myCycleTimes = [] 
 
    cycleTime = resultCT[0] 
 
    # cnt = 0 
 
    [station, stationTimes, resultOfFeasibility] = 
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test.timeFeasability(resultPC[1], cycleTime) 
 
    myTimes = stationTimes 
 
    if sum > cycleTime: 
        print ("") 
        print ("Open a new station (A)") 
        print ("") 
 
        sum = 0 
        myCycleTimes = [] 
        stationNumber = stationNumber + 1 
 
 
    while True:  # Inner Loop 
 
        flag = 0 
 
        [card, newStation, removed, removedCT, randomNumber, 
newStationOpen] = \ 
            test.mCardinal(station, stationTimes, cycleTime, myCycleTimes, 
sum) 
 
        if newStationOpen == 1: 
            sum = 0 
            myCycleTimes = [] 
            stationNumber = stationNumber + 1 
 
        [myTasks, myStation, myTimes] = 
test.removeTemporartyTasks(removed, newStation, myTimes) 
 
        sum = sum + removedCT 
 
        myCycleTimes.append(removedCT) 
 
        # print ("Inner Loop Sum = " + str(sum) + "  My Cycle Times = " + 
str(test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes))) 
 
 
        rn = str.format("%6.4f" % randomNumber) 
        # cTimes = float(cycleTime) - test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes) 
 
        cTimes = cycleTime - sum 
 
        # print ("C Times = " + str(cTimes)) 
 
 
        ctVal = str.format("%6.4f" % cTimes) 
 
        print (str(step), test.getTasks(), str(newStation), 
str(myStation), str(removed), rn, ctVal) 
 
        step = step + 1 
 
        results = test.removeTasksSingle(removed) 
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        test.updatePreds(removed) 
 
        cnt = cnt + 1 
 
        station = myStation 
 
        stationTimes = myTimes 
 
        if len(station) == 0:  # Inner Loop 
            break 
 
    [card, newStation, removed, removedCT, randomNumber, newStationOpen] = 
\ 
        test.mCardinal(station, stationTimes, cycleTime, myCycleTimes, 
sum) 
 
    if newStationOpen == 1: 
        sum = 0 
        myCycleTimes = [] 
        stationNumber = stationNumber + 1 
 
    [myTasks, myStation, myTimes] = test.removeTemporartyTasks(removed, 
newStation, myTimes) 
 
    sum = sum + removedCT 
 
    myCycleTimes.append(removedCT) 
 
    # print ("Outter Loop Sum = " + str(sum) + "  My Cycle Times = " + 
str(test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes))) 
 
    rn = str.format("%6.4f" % randomNumber) 
    # cTimes = float(cycleTime) - test.sumStationTimes(myCycleTimes) 
 
    cTimes = cycleTime - sum 
 
    ctVal = str.format("%6.4f" % cTimes) 
 
    print (str(step), test.getTasks(), str(newStation), str(myStation), 
str(removed), rn, ctVal) 
 
    step = step + 1 
 
    test.updateTasks(removed) 
 
    results = test.removeTasksSingle(removed) 
 
    test.removePredecessorSingle(removed) 
 
    if len(test.getTasks()) == 0 or cnt >= 12:  # Outter Loop 
        break 
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6.3 Appendix C 

import random 
import time 
import math 
 
class RPW_Naranjo_4_Thesis: 
   task          = [] 
   activity      = [] 
   assemblyTime  = [] 
   immediatePred = [] 
   rank          = [] 
    
   def __init__(self): 
      pass 
       
   def loadTask (self, task): 
      self.task.append(task) 
       
   def printTasks (self): 
      print (self.task[:]) 
       
   def getTasks (self): 
      return self.task[:] 
       
   def setTasks (self, task): 
      self.task = task 
       
   def toStringTasks (self): 
      return str(self.task[:]) 
    
   def loadActivity (self, activity): 
      self.activity.append(activity) 
    
   def printActivity (self): 
      print (self.activity[:]) 
             
   def getActivity (self): 
      return self.activity[:] 
       
   def setActivity (self, activity): 
      self.activity = activity 
       
   def toStringActivity (self): 
      return str(self.activity[:]) 
          
   def loadAssemblyTime (self, assemblyTime): 
      self.assemblyTime.append(assemblyTime) 
       
   def printAssemblyTime (self): 
      print (self.assemblyTime[:]) 
          
   def getAssemblyTime (self): 
      return self.assemblyTime[:] 
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   def setAssemblyTime (self, assemblyTime): 
      self.assemblyTime = assemblyTime 
       
   def toStringAssemblyTime (self): 
      return str(self.assemblyTime[:]) 
       
   def loadImmediatePred (self, immediatePred): 
      self.immediatePred.append(immediatePred) 
    
   def printImmediatePred (self): 
      print (self.immediatePred[:]) 
                   
   def getImmediatePred (self): 
      return self.immediatePred[:] 
       
   def setImmediatePred (self, immediatePred): 
      self.immediatePred = immediatePred 
       
    
   def loadRank (self, task): 
      self.rank.append(task) 
       
   def printRank (self): 
      print (self.rank[:]) 
       
   def getRank (self): 
      return self.rank[:] 
       
   def setRank (self, task): 
      self.rank = rank 
       
          
   def toStringImmediatePred (self): 
      return str(self.immediatePred[:]) 
       
   def loadDataFromFile (self, fileName): 
      file = open(fileName, "r") 
    
      myString = [] 
       
      for line in file: 
         # print (line) 
          
         myString = line.rstrip("\n").split(",") 
          
         self.loadTask(myString[0]) 
         self.loadActivity(myString[1]) 
         self.loadAssemblyTime(myString[2]) 
         self.loadImmediatePred(myString[3].lower()) 
          
      file.close() 
       
   def identityPredecessor (self, task): 
      index = 0 
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      for i in self.immediatePred: 
         #if task == i: 
         #  print ("Immediate Pred = " + self.task[index]) 
         index = index + 1 
                
   def identityPredecessors_old (self): 
    
      temp = [] 
    
      for task in self.task: 
         index = 0 
          
         for i in self.immediatePred: 
            if len(i) == 1: 
                   
               #if task == i: 
               #  print ("Immediate Pred of " + self.task[index] + " = " + 
i) 
               index = index + 0 
                
            else: 
               temp = i.split(";") 
                
               #for k in temp:           
                  #if task.lower() == k.lower(): 
                  #  print ("Immediate Pred of " + self.task[index] + " = 
" + k) 
                
            index = index + 1 
 
             
   def identityPredecessorCount (self): 
    
      temp    = [] 
      result  = [] 
      zeroMat = [] 
       
      index  = 0 
          
      for task in self.task: 
 
         if len(self.immediatePred[index]) == 1: 
            if self.immediatePred[index] == "0": 
               if index >= 0: 
                  result.append(0) 
                   
                  zeroMat.append(task) 
            else: 
               if index >= 0: 
                  result.append(1) 
             
         else: 
            temp = self.immediatePred[index].split(";") 
             
            length = len(temp) 
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            cnt = 0 
            zcnt = 0 
             
            for val in temp: 
               if val != "0": 
                  cnt = cnt + 1 
               else: 
                  zcnt = zcnt + 1 
             
            if index >= 0: 
               # result.append(len(temp)) 
               result.append(cnt) 
                
               if zcnt == length: 
                  zeroMat.append(task) 
               #self.immediatePred[index] = "0" 
             
         index = index + 1 
          
      return [result, zeroMat] 
          
          
   def identifyRanking(self, cycleTime, lastRank): 
      stations = [] 
      ranks    = [] 
       
      times = 0 
       
      cnt = lastRank - 1 
       
      for i in range (0, len(self.task)): 
       
         cnt = cnt + 1 
          
         for j in range (0, len(self.task)): 
            if self.rank [j] == cnt: 
               if times + float(self.assemblyTime[j]) <= float(cycleTime): 
                  stations.append(self.task[j]) 
                  ranks.append(self.rank[j]) 
                  lastRank = cnt 
                  times = times + float(self.assemblyTime[j]) 
                  break 
                   
      return [stations, ranks, lastRank + 1] 
 
          
   def cycleTime(self, mTime, units): 
      errorFlag = 0 
      c = 0 
       
      if (mTime == 0): 
         #print ("Time = 0, unfeasable") 
         errorFlag = 1 
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      if (units == 0): 
         #print ("Units = 0, unfeasable") 
         errorFlag = 2 
          
      if (errorFlag == 0): 
         c = mTime / units 
 
         c = c * 3.0 * 1.0 * 420.0  # min / unit 
          
         #print ("C = " + str(c)) 
       
      return [c, errorFlag] 
       
   def timeFeasability (self, stations, ranks, cycleTime): 
    
      station      = [] 
      rank         = [] 
      stationTimes = [] 
       
      index = 0 
      sum   = 0 
      flag  = 0 
    
      for task in self.task: 
       
         count = 0 
          
         for idx in stations: 
          
            if task == idx: 
               stationTimes.append(float(self.assemblyTime [index])) 
             
               sum = sum + float(self.assemblyTime [index]) 
                
               station.append(task) 
                
               rank.append(ranks[count]) 
                   
               #print ("Sum = " + str(sum) + " C = " + str(cycleTime)) 
                
            count = count + 1 
                   
         index = index + 1 
                
      return [station, rank, stationTimes, sum] 
          
   def immediatePredecessor(self, size): 
    
      temp    = [] 
       
      idx   = [0 for x in range(size)] 
       
      index = 0 
       
      w = size 
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      h = size 
       
      matrix = [[0 for x in range(w)] for y in range(h)] 
    
      for task in self.task: 
          
         if len(self.immediatePred[index]) == 1: 
            if self.immediatePred[index] != "0": 
 
               # print (self.immediatePred[index] + " is the Immediate 
Pred of " + task) 
                               
               num = self.convertLetter2Number(self.immediatePred[index]) 
                
               matrix[num][idx[num]] = task 
                
               idx[num] = idx[num] + 1 
                                                          
         else: 
            temp = self.immediatePred[index].split(";") 
             
            for k in temp:  
               if k != "0": 
 
                  # print (k + " is the Immediate Pred of " + task) 
                   
                  num = self.convertLetter2Number(k) 
                   
                  matrix[num][idx[num]] = task 
                   
                  idx[num] = idx[num] + 1 
                            
         index = index + 1 
          
      #print ("") 
          
      for i in range (0, size - 1): 
         for j in range (0, size - 1): 
            val = str(matrix[i][j]) 
                
   def getMaxPosition (self, myList): 
      maxVal = 0 
      result = 0 
             
      for idx in range (0, len(myList)): 
         if float(myList[idx]) > maxVal: 
            maxVal = float(myList[idx]) 
            result = idx 
             
      return result 
          
                         
   def getMinPosition (self, myList): 
      minVal = 1000000 
      result = 0 
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      for idx in range (0, len(myList)): 
         if float(myList[idx]) < minVal: 
            minVal = float(myList[idx]) 
            result = idx 
             
      return result 
          
          
   def mCardinal(self, station, stationTimes, ranks, cycleTime, 
myCycleTimes, sum, currentRank): 
    
      position = len(station) 
       
      newStation = [] 
      newStation = station 
             
      num       = 0 
      cnt       = 0 
      card      = 0 
      removed   = 0 
      removedCT = 0 
       
      newStationOpen = 0 
 
       
      if position > 0: 
 
         for i in range (0, len(station)): 
            if ranks[i] == currentRank: 
               card = i 
 
         print (currentRank, station[card], card) 
          
         num        = card 
                         
         removed    = newStation[card]  
          
         removedCT  = stationTimes[card] 
          
         oldRemoved = removed 
          
         tempTime = float(cycleTime) - float(sum) - float(removedCT) 
 
      return [card, newStation, removed, removedCT, num, newStationOpen] 
             
             
             
   def checkRanks(self, removedTask, station, stationTime, rank): 
      stations     = [] 
      stationTimes = [] 
      ranks        = [] 
       
      for i in range(0, len(station)): 
         if removedTask== station[i]: 
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            pass 
             
         else: 
            stations.append(station[i]) 
            stationTimes.append(stationTime[i]) 
            ranks.append(rank[i]) 
             
      return [stations, stationTimes, ranks] 
 
    
             
   def checkImmediatePredecessors(self, removed, station, stationTimes): 
      for i in range(0, len(self.immediatePred)): 
         if (len(self.immediatePred[i]) == 1): 
            if removed == self.immediatePred[i]: 
               self.immediatePred[i] = "0" 
               station.append(self.task[i]) 
               stationTimes.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
                
         else:               
            temp = self.immediatePred[i].split(";")     
             
            gtemp = temp 
                               
            length = len(gtemp) 
                
            idx = 0 
            cnt = 0 
                
            for j in temp: 
               if j.lower() == removed: 
                  flag = 2 
                  gtemp[idx] = "0" 
                   
               if gtemp[idx] == 0: 
                  cnt = cnt + 1 
                                        
               idx = idx + 1 
                               
            string = "" 
             
            for k in range (0, length): 
               if k < length - 1: 
                  string = string + gtemp[k] + ";" 
               else: 
                  string = string + gtemp[k] 
                   
            self.immediatePred[i] = string 
             
            if cnt == len(gtemp): 
               station.append(self.task[i]) 
               stationTimes.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
                
      return [station, stationTimes]        
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   def foundInList (self, list, value): 
      result = 0 
       
      for i in list: 
         if i == value: 
            result = 1 
            break 
             
      return result 
    
             
   def calculatePositionalWeight(self, task): 
    
      taskList   = [] 
      weightList = [] 
      weight     = 0 
      cnt        = 0 
      rank       = [] 
 
      taskList.append(task) 
       
      while True: 
          
         if cnt >= len(taskList) or cnt >= 20: 
            break 
       
         myTask = taskList[cnt] 
          
         cnt = cnt + 1 
                
         for i in range(0, len(self.task)): 
            if myTask == self.task[i]: 
               weight = weight + float(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
               weightList.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
                
         for i in range(0, len(self.immediatePred)): 
            if len(self.immediatePred[i]) == 1: 
               if self.immediatePred[i] == myTask and 
self.foundInList(taskList, self.task[i]) == 0: 
                  taskList.append(self.task[i]) 
                   
            else:            
               temp = self.immediatePred[i].split(";")     
                
               for j in range(0, len(temp)): 
                  if temp[j] == myTask and self.foundInList(taskList, 
self.task[i]) == 0: 
                     taskList.append(self.task[i]) 
                                  
      return [weight, taskList, cnt] 
             
             
                         
   def removeTemporartyTasks(self, task, station, stationTimes): 
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      tempTask         = [] 
      tempStation      = [] 
      tempStationTimes = [] 
       
      #print (len(station), len(stationTimes)) 
       
      #print ("Letter to remove = " + str(task)) 
       
      for i in range(0, len(self.task)):  # Was 1 
         if task != self.task[i]: 
            tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
             
      for i in range(0, len(stationTimes)): 
         if task != station[i]: 
            tempStation.append(station[i]) 
            tempStationTimes.append(stationTimes[i]) 
             
      return [tempTask, tempStation, tempStationTimes] 
       
                   
   def removeTasks(self, station1): 
      tempTask = [] 
      temp     = [] 
      result   = [] 
      removed  = [] 
      tempTime = [] 
             
      for i in range(0, len(self.task)): 
         flag = 0 
       
         for j in station1: 
            if j == self.task[i]: 
               flag = 1 
          
         if flag == 0: 
            tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
             
            tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
                                     
         else: 
            removed.append(self.task[i]) 
                
                
      for i in tempTask: 
       
         idx = 0 
          
         for j in self.task: 
            if len(i) == 1: 
               if i.lower() == j.lower(): 
                  result.append(self.immediatePred[idx]) 
                   
            '''        
            else: 
               temp = i.split(";") 
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               for k in temp:        
                  if j == k: 
                     result.append(self.immediatePred[idx]) 
                     break 
            ''' 
            idx = idx + 1 
             
      self.task = tempTask 
      self.immediatePred = result 
      self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
                
      return [tempTask, result, removed] 
       
       
   def removeTasksSingle(self, task): 
      tempTask = [] 
      removed  = [] 
      tempPred = [] 
      tempTime = [] 
       
      assemblyTime = 0 
       
      for i in range(0, len(self.task)): 
         flag = 0 
       
         if task == self.task[i]: 
            removed.append(self.task[i]) 
             
            assemblyTime = self.assemblyTime[i] 
             
         else: 
            tempTask.append(self.task[i]) 
            tempPred.append(self.immediatePred[i]) 
            tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[i]) 
       
      self.task = tempTask 
      self.immediatePred = tempPred 
      self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
             
      return [tempTask, removed, assemblyTime] 
                   
       
   def removePredecessorSingle(self, immediatePred): 
      for i in range(0, len(self.immediatePred)): 
         if (len(self.immediatePred[i]) == 1): 
            if immediatePred == self.immediatePred[i]: 
               self.immediatePred[i] = "0" 
                
         else:               
            temp = self.immediatePred[i].split(";")     
             
            gtemp = temp 
                               
            length = len(gtemp) 
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            idx = 0 
                
            for j in temp: 
               if j.lower() == immediatePred: 
                  flag = 2 
                  gtemp[idx] = "0" 
                                        
               idx = idx + 1 
                               
            string = "" 
             
            for k in range (0, length): 
               if k < length - 1: 
                  string = string + gtemp[k] + ";" 
               else: 
                  string = string + gtemp[k] 
                   
            self.immediatePred[i] = string 
             
                
   def evaluatePredecessors_6(self, station1, immediatePred2): 
    
      global gtemp 
       
      newPredList = [] 
      gtemp       = [] 
      removed     = [] 
      tempTime    = [] 
       
      newPredList = immediatePred2 
             
      for i in range(0, len(immediatePred2)): 
                
         for st in station1: 
                
            if len(immediatePred2[i]) == 1: 
               if immediatePred2[i] == st:                    
                  newPredList[i] = "0" 
             
            else:               
                               
               temp = immediatePred2[i].split(";") 
                               
               gtemp = temp 
                               
               length = len(gtemp) 
                
               idx = 0 
                
               for j in temp: 
                  if j.lower() == st.lower(): 
                     flag = 2 
                     gtemp[idx] = "0" 
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                  idx = idx + 1 
                                  
               string = "" 
                
               for k in range (0, length): 
                  if k < length - 1: 
                     string = string + gtemp[k] + ";" 
                  else: 
                     string = string + gtemp[k] 
                      
               newPredList[i] = string 
                
      self.immediatePred = []           
                
      pos = 0 
       
      newTask = [] 
       
      for i in newPredList: 
         if i != "0": 
            self.immediatePred.append(i) 
             
            tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[pos]) 
             
            try: 
               newTask.append(self.task[pos]) 
            except: 
               newTask.append("oops") 
               #print ("Pos = " + str(pos)) 
                
         else: 
            removed.append(self.task[pos]) 
             
            station1.append(self.task[pos]) 
             
         pos = pos + 1 
          
      self.task = newTask 
      self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
       
                         
      return [newPredList, removed, station1] 
                      
    
   def convertLetter2Number(self, letter): 
    
      index = ord(letter) - 96 # Convert lowercase letter to number (e.g. 
a = 1, b = 2, ...) 
             
      result = index - 1 # First position is 0 not 1 
       
      if result < 0: 
         result = 0 
                
      return result # First position is 0 not 1 
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   def parseStringList(self, list, pos): 
      result = [] 
      cnt = 0 
       
      for i in list: 
         if cnt != pos: 
            result.append(list[cnt]) 
             
         cnt = cnt + 1 
       
      return result 
       
   def sumStationTimes(self, times): 
      sum = 0 
       
      for i in times: 
         sum = sum + float(i) 
          
      return sum 
       
   def updateTasks(self, removedItem): 
      tempTask = [] 
      tempPred = [] 
      tempTime = [] 
       
      cnt = 0 
       
      for i in self.task: 
         if i != removedItem: 
            tempTask.append(self.task[cnt]) 
             
            tempPred.append(self.immediatePred[cnt]) 
             
            tempTime.append(self.assemblyTime[cnt]) 
          
         cnt = cnt + 1 
          
      self.task = tempTask 
      self.immediatePred = tempPred 
      self.assemblyTime = tempTime 
       
   def updatePreds(self, task): 
      idx = 0 
       
      for i in self.immediatePred: 
         if len(i) == 1: 
            if i == task: 
               self.immediatePred[idx] = "0" 
                
         else: 
            temp = i.split(";") 
                                                          
            length = len(temp) 
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            idx2 = 0 
                
            for j in temp: 
               if j.lower() == task: 
                  temp[idx2] = "0" 
                                           
               idx2 = idx2 + 1 
                                  
            string = "" 
                
            for k in range (0, length): 
               if k < length - 1: 
                  string = string + temp[k] + ";" 
               else: 
                  string = string + temp[k] 
                      
            self.immediatePred[idx] = string 
          
         idx = idx + 1 
          
   def sortList (self, list): 
      myList = [] 
      rank   = [] 
             
      for i in range (0, len(list)): 
         myList.append(list[i]) 
         #rank.append(i+1) 
          
      length = len(myList) 
       
      for i in range (0, length): 
       
         cnt = 0 
          
         for j in range (0, length): 
            if myList[i] <= myList[j]: 
               cnt = cnt + 1 
                
         rank.append(cnt) 
          
      self.rank = rank 
 
    
 
    
# Main Program 
    
test = RPW_Naranjo_4_Thesis() 
 
stationNumber = 1 
 
sum  = 0 
cnt  = 0 
step = 1 
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flag = 0 
    
test.loadDataFromFile ("Assembly_read_test_Landing_gear.csv") 
    
test.setTasks(test.parseStringList(test.getTasks(), 0)) 
test.setActivity(test.parseStringList(test.getActivity(), 0)) 
test.setAssemblyTime(test.parseStringList(test.getAssemblyTime(), 0)) 
test.setImmediatePred(test.parseStringList(test.getImmediatePred(), 0)) 
 
 
resultCT = [] 
resultCT = test.cycleTime(1, 50) 
 
weights = [] 
tasks   = [] 
 
theTasks = test.getTasks() 
 
for i in test.getTasks(): 
   [weight, taskList, cnt] = test.calculatePositionalWeight (i) 
 
   weights.append(weight) 
   tasks.append(i) 
    
    
print ("") 
print (weights) 
print (tasks) 
print ("") 
    
myWeights = []  
myWeights = weights 
    
test.sortList (myWeights) 
 
rank = test.getRank() 
 
for i in range (0, len(myWeights)): 
   print (str(tasks[i]) + "  " + str(weights[i]) + "  " + str(rank[i])) 
  
print ("") 
 
lastRank = 1 
 
currentRank = 1 
 
initialTaskLength = len(test.getTasks()) 
 
stationLength = 0 
 
 
while True:  # Outter Loop 
 
 
   station      = [] 
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   rank         = [] 
   stationTimes = [] 
   myRemoved    = [] 
   myCycleTimes = [] 
 
   cycleTime = resultCT[0] 
    
    
   [stations, ranks, lastRank] = test.identifyRanking(cycleTime, lastRank) 
    
   stationLength = stationLength + len(stations) 
    
   #cnt = 0 
 
   [stations, ranks, stationTimes, resultOfFeasibility] = 
test.timeFeasability(stations, ranks, cycleTime) 
 
   myTimes = stationTimes 
 
   print ("") 
   print (stations, ranks, lastRank) 
   print ("") 
 
   if sum > cycleTime: 
      print ("") 
      print ("Open a new station (A)") 
      print ("") 
       
      sum = 0 
      myCycleTimes = [] 
      stationNumber = stationNumber + 1 
 
          
   #sum = 0 
       
   while True:     # Inner Loop 
       
      flag = 0 
       
      [card, newStation, removed, removedCT, randomNumber, newStationOpen] 
= \ 
         test.mCardinal(stations, stationTimes, ranks, cycleTime, 
myCycleTimes, sum, currentRank) 
          
      currentRank = currentRank + 1 
       
      print ("") 
      print (card, newStation, removed, removedCT, randomNumber, 
newStationOpen) 
      print ("") 
       
       
      [stations, stationTimes, ranks] = test.checkRanks(removed, 
newStation, stationTimes, ranks) 
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      print ("") 
      print (stations, stationTimes, ranks) 
      print ("") 
       
 
       
      if len(stations) == 0 and stationLength < initialTaskLength: 
         print ("Open a new Station (C)") 
         stationNumber = stationNumber + 1 
          
       
      if len(stations) == 0: 
         break 
   cnt = cnt + 1 
    
   print ("Count = %4d    Initial Task Length = %4d    Station Length = 
%4d    Station Number = %4d" \ 
      % (cnt, initialTaskLength, stationLength, stationNumber)) 
    
   if len(test.getTasks()) == 0 or cnt >= 12 or stationLength >= 
initialTaskLength:  # Outter Loop 
      break 

 


